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1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is a diversity discipline strategy to take care of enterprise’s business processes. Organizations can attempt to avoid IT systems’ integration barriers by using service-oriented process models and middleware solution suites. Requirements originate from the evolution in market dynamics, prevailing business models, globalization and collaboration. Organizational silos are a traditional way of classifying and differentiating responsibilities. Normally it means that each silo is taking care of its own applications, services, processes and system infrastructure interfaces during the system’s life cycle. The core idea of the new approach is to transform organization structures from the vertical silos to horizontal layers so that the same operation is provided always by the same service, irrespective of the silo. This approach creates economies of scale and provides lowered cost because of reusable services. The new architectural paradigm is thus based on horizontally divided operations. Furthermore, it is important to understand the organizational change management process which is required to adopt the new business approach. Strategic alignment frameworks help to alleviate integration barriers and they offer different strategic paths where enterprises should aim their course to align business, IT and organizations closer together.

There are multiple methods for the applications to communicate over the internet or over any other public or private communication network. The traditional way is based on tight application coupling and awareness of the business process co-operators and other peers. As the opposite, the new idea is to minimize tight coupling and just reserve and bind as few resources as possible and still to provide the qualified but loosely coupled service. Besides multiple architectural communication alternatives, there are also multiple techniques to integrate heterogeneous applications together. These two techniques need always to be managed together to implement flexible and inter-operable services.
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is the concept to organize and utilize resources which exist under the control of separate ownership silos [OAS06]. SOA provides a unique way to offer, discover, interact with and use resources to produce desired effects consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations. Service-oriented architecture is all about constructing standard interfaces to access different business functions that are exposed by various core systems. This grants a great opportunity for companies to integrate their business systems as services. The Service-orientation is the key success factor to break down vertical silos and to transform organizations towards horizontal layers.

Process Automation Enabling Suite (PES) is a Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) proprietary set of service infrastructure components for building, deploying, managing and aligning Service-oriented process models. PES offers the SOA based middleware platform and the Service-oriented business process models tailored especially for Communication Service Providers’s (CSP) needs. These process models have been defined based on TeleManagement Forum’s (TMF) initiative (NGOSS) which standardizes the scoping work in any customer project and support collaboration efforts during the integration architecture designing process. PES supports up-to-date technical demands which are required by the SOA middleware systems.

Communication service providers use a great variety of software applications to manage their vital business processes. A very important role in supporting daily operations, such as end-user provisioning, service provisioning, service management, charging, rating, billing and customer care, are executed by the operations and business support systems (OSS/BSS) which automate customer-, service- and network infrastructure related processes. The core idea of NGOSS is to standardize these processes.

The research in the thesis concentrates on the telecommunication software, especially on operations and business support systems software. Nevertheless, it does not exclude the fact that similar analysis can be applied to any other vertical or horizontal software market. In parallel, the thesis introduces the nature of complex OSS/BSS systems and analyzes reasons why it is important to deploy Service-oriented business process models on the basis of the system complexity and modu-
larity. Furthermore, the thesis highlights the importance of *Customer Experience Management (CEM)* for continuous interaction with the customer to be able to react quickly on new customer demands. Finally, the thesis summarizes evaluation results received from SOA adoption projects and estimates how suitable PES is for the overall adoption process.

In overall, the thesis consist of the following chapters. Chapter 2 concentrates on common challenges in the area of Business Process Management. Chapter 3 concentrates on the horizontal transformational process. Chapter 4 introduces characteristics which the services need to comply with. Chapter 5 introduces the technical aspects which the services and the service platform need to fulfill. Chapter 6 introduces PES and evaluates the results received from the analyzed application integration projects. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis, gives conclusions and estimates reasonable future steps.
2 Challenges in Business Process Management

A business process is an activity or set of activities that accomplish a specific organizational goal [Gom08]. It can also be visualized with a workflow as a sequence of activities. Business Process Management (BPM) defines behavioral roles of business processes that are seen as composition of activities with or without human intervention. A business process is a collection of related, structured activities and tasks that produce a specific service for a particular customer. Therefore, business process management is a systematic approach to improve business processes throughout bringing business and IT persons together with a shared set of languages, tools and strategies.

This chapter goes through those challenges which Communication Service Providers (CSP) have faced during the past few years when managing their business processes. Furthermore, the chapter presents the nature of OSS/BSS systems and introduces a new enterprise framework for business and IT alignment and recommends how the change management process should be adapted while moving from vertical product silos towards horizontal service layers. Besides, there are Total Cost of Ownership calculations included which are based on traditional and the SOA middleware integration.

2.1 Evolution in Business of Communication Service Providers

In recent years, enterprises have heavily invested in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationships Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), as well as, in other enterprise-level systems. Data, information and knowledge sharing across these systems flows via electronic data interchange (EDI) systems which is a widely used electronic data document messaging standard [JeD09].

System integration is typically done with proprietary solutions and every organization has its own home-made approach of interacting with its partners. While EDI is a widely adopted exchange standard, enterprises still process EDI messages using
non-standard, proprietary solutions. This makes it hard to incorporate message exchanges in more comprehensive enterprise-level processes. Point-to-point integrations have typically bundled integration and business logic together existing in either or both the end points.

ERP mainly focuses on supply and demand for key resources and materials. ERP applications consist of operations, such as human resource management, financial operations, catering, legal management and insurance management. Besides, CRM applications usually contain operations related to order management, customer management and trouble ticket handling. CRM is mainly tailored to perform customer operations. Thus, CRM system should enable an organization to gain greater customer insights and experiences in order to provide more appropriate products and services for them, meanwhile ERP has a stronger focus on making routine internal operations and processes to work more effectively [KiB07], whereas SCM mainly concentrates on managing networks. Some differences also arise in terms of the back-end focus on ERP versus the front-end focus on CRM. Whilst ERP is used by back-end staff, such as financial operations and human resources, CRM is used by front-end staff, such as technical call centre, marketing and sales. CRM is used wider for inter-organizational communication whereas ERP is used for intra-organizational communication.

These systems have gradually grown into information silos with very few data sharing across the systems. In parallel, these systems do not provide appropriate flexibility which is needed by constantly changing business processes. Despite of variety of utility programs and workarounds, enterprises have started to find these systems expensive and hard-to-maintain and information systems have started rapidly to become outdated. To fulfil this gap, a new generation of enterprise- and web techniques have emerged which enable flexible information sharing across organizations, departments and systems by providing a core platform for integration [KDK07].

Software vendors disagree over the boundaries of BPM and the discrepancy between them is deep. Each vendor has its unique definition of the BPM market. The same matters in ERP, CRM and SCM business as well. Nobody can explicitly list
core processes and operations that should be covered by OSS/BSS. There is no consensus around SOA either. However, all the vendors share the same ultimate goal - to manage business processes more effectively.

SOA in OSS/BSS business is still a definitely new concept but it has been applied in ERP and CRM projects already over a one decade. There are plenty of research results available regarding those projects. The common understanding is that ERP, CRM, SCM and OSS/BSS systems all share multiple common operations in the areas like sales, marketing, customer service, technical support, and product-, service-, network-, order- and revenue management. From this perspective the thesis performs a rough generalization and consolidates these five terms and states that BSS is the tailored CRM for customer operations, whereas OSS is both the tailored ERP for service operations and SCM for network operations.

One globally significant group of companies using these systems are Communication Service Providers which create value for their customers by offering network connectivity and exchanging informative messages their users want to deliver in time. The core business processes in the CSPs’ core business area varies within a single organization. On one hand, the core business can be based on physical networks and operating the network maintenance and evolution, on the other hand managing the customers and the usage of the connectivity services over these networks. In the past, CSPs' operations have focused mainly on developing and maintaining the network infrastructure. Eventually, the need for standardization of the systems and operations has become apparent [LFP09]. Finally, when network infrastructure standardization efforts have started to work properly, it is time to take a leap to a next level. Recently, telecommunication business people have realized the importance of adopting a new service strategy and to focus on standardization efforts to streamline business processes. Even if the traditional voice business is still today the dominant source of revenue, the actual need for new services is rapidly increasing. Today, CSPs see their future role as becoming an intelligent trading company providing third party services and applications for the end users.
In overall, CSPs are today still seen as reliable but inflexible network providers with good end-user relationship but who do not understand to exploit their business potentials. Dynamic services as well as satisfying end user experiences are the suggested cornerstones for new business models and revenue flows.

The main challenge to satisfy the end customer is the lack of real-time data related to customer insights and experiences which makes it difficult to react on customer demands. Most of data still exists in silos which makes real-time data mining challenging. CSPs need to enhance their competencies regarding organizations’ internal and external agility and flexibility and to optimize their internal processes and response times. The top-three operations for CSPs are to improve end-user’s satisfaction, increase data network capacity and reduce operational expenditures.

The IT organization’s ability to meet business needs makes co-operation easier and more effective, boosting the value of IT and aligning it closely with business and enterprise strategy. For a company to achieve the maximum value from IT, the organization needs to maximize its credibility and make IT an attractive area for investments. However, poor performance in delivering infrastructure services and business changes, and the lack of payoff from prior projects, can cause organizations to become risk-averse to IT-related investments. This may lead to under-utilization and under-investment in IT which prevents other organizations to realize the full potential of the IT organization and potentially placing the company at a disadvantage against more-sophisticated software vendors [Gom08].

In recent years, software vendors have faced the globalization challenges, increased pace of innovations and highly specialized customer requirements. To be able to serve these challenges, software vendors have focused more on their core competencies, which in turn, required more network-intensive business behaviour. The result of narrow specialization have led to the situation that software vendors needed to acquire knowledge outside of their own core expertise area in order to develop and provide competitive value for their customers [RaW03]. This evolution has led to increased efforts to develop essential assets and capabilities through service ecosystems and virtual breeding environments. The composition and management of
virtual breeding environments and strategic navigation within this environment has formed an interesting challenge to software vendors. Therefore, an important challenge is to recognise how enterprises interact with external parties, and that they may have to interact with process workflows defined by external parties. The whole system lifecycle management from service planning, deployment, assurance, fulfilment until the service charging and billing needs to be quick, easy, systematic and reliable. This requires efficient and inter-operable notations and tools in all the service areas [Kil04].

Mainly due to internet revolution new competitors have appeared to the market and started to threaten the traditional business models of telecommunications operators by marketing their services directly to the end-users. On the other hand, some business models of the internet have granted end-users a possibility directly to define new contents using open services and to manage the lifecycle of these services independently. In order to support this approach, it has become mandatory for CSPs to change their old fashioned business models and replace them with more agile processes. This can be done by recognizing the CSPs' key properties that can be provided only in the core network and then offering them through well defined interfaces. End-users may use these capabilities to invent new services, thus generating a fruitful and self-organizing ecosystem around the CSPs' physical telecommunication networks [Ram09].

Most enterprises are nowadays reluctant to invest money for standardized, "bulk" type software products. The evolution of standardized software will inevitable go to the same direction than what happened to the hardware industry approximately one decade ago - the price of the bulk software will inevitably and continuously go lower. The large amount of free software that can be downloaded from the internet for free has given the biggest impact on this evolution. Therefore, it will force the software companies to invent new revenue sources and pricing models by means of new business models and services.
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products typically fulfil approximately half of the enterprise’s business process requirements [JeD09]. The other half of business operations are either in-house developed or outsourced and they need to be integrated into the existing IT architecture. However, multiple players from different industrial areas have to co-operate in order to be able to provide these services. Therefore, the underlying service ecosystem, virtual breeding environment and business processes need to be more dynamic and complex compared with current interoperability requirements. In case this complexity can systematically be integrated together, it will grant a great business advantage for those enterprises who are able to foresee how their dynamicity can be governed in the future. In virtual breeding environments, collaborators constitute a set of activities that should create benefits for all the participants belonging in the same environment. Each participant has different requirements and interests and those need to be taken into account in order to manage and orchestrate collective actions that are required for service offerings.

There are two main strategies to take care of service provisioning. The first one utilizes a common integration platform for integration work. The second one reduces the amount of applications and systems and strives for purchasing them all from a small set of product vendors who can provide large suites of services and business process models. Even if the second strategy is pursued, consolidating to just one single system and vendor is practically impossible. Therefore, some external integration is usually needed. Most CSPs host some sort of OSS/BSS systems. These systems provide the highest level of standardized integration tools and methods but still they do not cover all the enterprise level requirements. The rest are usually customized applications that must be integrated with the IT architecture. The target architecture has to be robust enough to support both COTS and product customizations and to serve seamless interaction between them [JeD09].

CSPs play a very important role in their future’s business models. Their expectations and needs have a great impact on how other roles of business models should be defined. Properly defined business processes can support to elaborate both strategic and operational work of the enterprise, enhance business performance and achieve better cost-efficiency. Provisioning of processes is not as flexible and
adaptable operation than performing the same operation for resources. It is important to begin to define processes already at the initial solution requirement phase to be able to utilise processes properly.

The nature and importance of well-defined processes has grown when products, solutions and services are not any more developed and operated by a single enterprise working in a static business environment. Virtual breeding environments will become more and more complex and at the same time the product and service lifecycle shorten. Therefore, business processes without properly defined descriptions and provisioning cannot be further operated and deployed in the future. The operations and business processes should be accurately defined in process models so that enterprises are able to construct and provision new services.

New competitors from many areas, previously unrelated to telecommunication, are entering to the market with new disrupting techniques and business models and trying the get their own share from the total revenue. The technology and market evolution forces continuous investments and need for new services with the latest capabilities. CSPs are therefore looking for alternative options and ways to deploy and manage services faster and with lower cost [Mae09].

Despite the benefits that customer-centric service creation brings to the CSPs, there are many challenges which they must solve first. To begin with, the business models that can be applied are not fully clear. The fact that consumers are allowed to construct their own services and drive service lifecycles, poses great challenges to current business models [Ram09]. A great majority of CSPs who have historically developed and maintained all their applications by themselves to run their operations and business processes, have recently modified their business strategy to concentrate mainly on their core competence area – communication networks and services. For that reason, CSPs have also outsourced software development and maintenance to newly emerging software vendors [FTL09].
The evolution of telecommunication market moves from voice and simple messaging services to heterogeneous value-added data and multimedia services. The evolution does not only concern to move from pure telecommunication networks to IP-based environments, but to exploit markets with innovative offerings to keep the customer loyalty level high and to attract new consumers [NSN10b]. CSPs must focus on confronting individual needs and high expectations from their subscribers. Customers expect to purchase service offerings to meet their personal demands which can be tailored according to their preferences and lifestyle. It will require a flexible, customer-centric approach instead of the old-fashioned, silo-centric system architecture. CSPs are confronting demands to set up a complete service ecosystem and operational environment within a very short time period.

2.2 Nature of OSS/BSS

Operations support systems are software systems which support telecommunication network management operations, such as maintaining network inventory, provisioning services, configuring network, collecting and mediating usage information, monitoring Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and managing faults. Besides, business support systems are software systems that supports customer management processes, such as taking orders, providing customer service, problem handling, collecting, mediating and rating charging data, processing bills and collecting payments [LHF11]. Within the context of this study, the assumption is that OSS/BSS share the same common properties at the operational level than CRM, ERP and SCM systems.

At the early phases of operation supporting systems, software offerings targeted at the management of the telecommunication networks, especially to the resource management layer. More recently, the direction has moved towards supporting the processes near customer interfaces, thereby creating an entry initiative for new vendors, which offers applications and systems from other software industries.
Nowadays, the operations and business support systems offer solutions for managing processes of the telecommunication service providers. These software applications are usually supported by some sort of middleware system which manages data coming both from end-customers and telecommunication network interfaces. The operations and business support systems are large, heterogeneous, composed of numerous applications. Together, the set of OSS/BSS software systems can be seen as single large-scale system, in which each individual software system is seen as module or subsystem, operating independently or inter-operating with others [MTV08]. Normally, these modules have a significant number of interdependencies with each other. Therefore, enterprise level applications integration is usually a highly complex and costly process.

The telecommunication service providers have traditionally preferred to purchase the whole operations and business support systems from a single provider. The main reason for this approach is to minimize the application integration barriers and deployment efforts, which play a demanding role in the system's lifecycle management. The multi-layer OSS/BSS implementation has to be integrated with multiple networks and services hosted by CSP. These networks and services are heterogeneous by their nature, and the multi-layer OSS/BSS solution should be adoptable and flexible enough to be integrated with other business processes for different business purposes. The scalability of the service portfolio of the OSS/BSS vendor is an important factor in enabling service offerings, since the vendor needs to have resources to provide the solution covering several application areas in multiple layers. The complete set of OSS/BSS applications can be offered to the CSP by a vendor as pre-integrated OSS/BSS. Otherwise, the cost benefits would be diminished as a result of high costs when integrating software applications [LMP10].
2.3 Cost Analysis of Service-Oriented Business

When comparing a new service model to a traditional, product-centric business model, initial costs to CSP are lower, fixed costs become variable costs and sources of Total Costs of Ownership (TCO) changes. In the traditional model, especially maintenance costs become higher than in the Service-oriented business model, due to exponential growth of point-to-point connections. Furthermore, integration costs are quite often ignored in the decision making process and the purchase decision is made based on the actual COTS and basic operations that the product provides. A recent study estimates that 92% of an application’s cost occurs after the initial delivery and more than 70% of IT spending goes for maintaining and managing existing applications [Kyt10, HiS10]. The fact weakens resources that could otherwise be allocated to innovate and grow the real business challenges. Figure 1 presents two charts. The left bar presents TCO calculations based on traditional system integration and the right one presents the same based on Service-oriented integration. Traditional point-to-point integration approach has typically bundled integration and business logic together existing in either or both the end points. The SOA based integration architecture separates the interface integration logic from the business logic.

Figure 1. Total costs of ownership for traditional and SOA middleware integration.
The tangible and quantitative benefits is achieved from automating manual processes, leveraging integration efforts by means of the SOA middleware and reducing implementation costs through reusable and pre-integrated process models. Besides, there are additional intangible and quantitative benefits, such as ability to co-operate with external business partners and increasing customer satisfaction. Qualitative benefits can also include the alignment of IT and business processes to achieve overall efficiency improvements.

The inability to understand the value from IT investments is due to the lack of alignment between the business and IT strategies of organizations [HeV99]. In overall, IT investments have special characteristics which make it complicated to evaluate all the risks and benefits. Firstly, the benefits are intangible by their nature and monetary measurements cannot be applied in all circumstances. Secondly, the benefits of IT investments can only be realised during a long period of time which makes short-term results irrelevant. Thus, traditional investment evaluation techniques are not sufficient enough. Most of the traditional investments criteria assume that initial investments, cost of capital, incremental cash flows and the economic time horizon of investment alternatives are pre-known. It is implied as well that all the effects of investments can be traced, measured, and transformed into monetary assets. Intangible costs and revenues are considered to compensate each other and subjective criteria are just ignored. Thirdly, in IT investments, benefits are seen differently by different people. IT personnel may see only technological values, while business personnel see only aspects relevant to business. There has to be somebody who can align all the IT and business aspects together and get the overall strategic picture, and especially, communicate it efficiently back to all interest groups. Probably the possible candidate to carry this action is the chief information officer or the chief technical officer from the top-management. Fourthly, these investments evolve over time and get fused with each other [Hal02].

Figure 1 presented that during the transition process, IT operational costs will not be reduced. Vice versa, they will increase for a short period [Kyt10]. Jefic and Devost in their research study have estimated that the Return on Investment (ROI) period intersects after 21 months, but that it is impossible to apply it straightforward to any
other change management process than which they actually performed [JeD09]. In the meantime, they have also noticed that IT employees are still mostly responsible for making decisions related to SOA budgeting and spending, not business employees.

Service-orientation is an evolutionary step towards a multi-layer architecture. Every service applies to the entire customer base with the horizontally layered architecture and especially throughout the enterprise’s service portfolio - overcoming vertical silos. CSPs can rapidly deliver differentiated and targeted solutions to meet individual customer demands and market requirements, and thus increasing their profits. The solution is designed around a complete set of CSP’s business process models using an end-to-end customer viewpoint. Services need to be simplified to guarantee seamless integration with other enterprise layer applications and external systems – ERP, CRM, inventory management, SCM, product lifecycle management or any relevant system [Don09].

Re-usable process models should be ranked in a sensible manner so that each organization can market those to the others. Ben-Menachem in his study [Ben05] suggests to assess the business value of reusable process models by means of a classification scheme, which involves categorizing the models, calculating each model’s value and assigning a value coefficient for a model. Calculating the model’s value is based on cost analysis of the implementation costs, the maintenance costs, the estimated replacement costs and the annual business value contributed by that model. In assigning a value coefficient, the business value over a timely period minus the maintenance costs is divided by the costs of replacement, that is, reimplementation of that model. The reusable process models are then ranked based on their value coefficient. The ranking shows which business operations have the highest potential as Web Services.

These reusable, SOA modelled assets can be categorized in many frameworks, such as in process models, workflow patterns, service interfaces and data models. These assets can be implemented to simplify reuse of legacy systems and to encourage incremental migrations to current technologies. This approach helps to
minimize the impact on services which use legacy applications by shielding them from migration activities [Wal07]. After realizing instant SOA benefits, CSPs should start thinking about a wider SOA adoption. To achieve this point, they should apply SOA best practices which are based on these pre-integrated business process models [Sne05].

The adaption of design model requires knowledge of how to design building blocks and how to visualize the overview of the system rather than just quickly applying a dedicated design model to solve the actual problem. A developer might rush into using a dedicated model to make the software more flexible by modifying the future requirements which will cause over designing or over engineering [Rah10]. Besides, many persons do not realize that testing is equivalent in time and cost to develop it [Sne06]. These two facts can mainly lead to a model adaption failure. Three estimations can be derived from a common TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) cost analysis. The first one is the ratio between external and internal purchases. The second one is the ratio between product specific software development and customized software development. The third one is the cost ratio between external and internal purchases.

Within the majority of CSPs, the total amount of externally purchased software costs exceeds considerably the costs of internally developed software. Typically, the amount of money spent to external work is approximately triple times higher than the total amount of money spent to in-house development [FTL09]. In other words, the ratio concerns all the operations and business support systems related purchase costs, not only costs related to one specific product or service. Furthermore, the ratio between product specific and bespoken software development were approximated. The product specific costs include product licenses, product specific services, and integration work, while customized software development includes only software services and integration work.

The final estimation is that implementation related in-house costs are approximately double or even triple times higher than implementation related professional services out-sourcing, and that in-house tailored work is about four times as high as bespoken professional consultancy services. According to the same estimation, the pro-
portion of product licenses, software leasing over the internet by means of cloud computing [Yrj11] and customized services are constantly increasing while the use of self-made in-house work is decreasing [FTL09].

Large vendors which are oriented towards operations and business support services have a stronger position in the market segments. These companies provide professional services and are more capable to support their customers due to having more competent resources. Same companies are also compromised to maintain a broad variety of legacy network technologies efficiently which is a very important aspect when systems are eventually going to be upgraded and migrated towards new technologies.

The business always requires a COTS item as the basis. The COTS item is normally a product. The product runs an application. The application performs operations and the application can offer these operations as services. When services are composed together they form a process which is the basic element for daily business. There are actually five rules of thumb to manage and deploy products and services which are now introduced here.

The first one is the rule of the core product. It states that without products there are not services either. The core product is the source of services, such as maintenance, migration and upgrade services. Many CSPs purchase services from the same vendors which they have already bought their products. Therefore, base products and value added services are often coupled together. Enterprises should maintain strong and wide product portfolio to keep CSPs paying for solution implementation and strategic services as well as long-term support agreements and maintenance contracts.

The second rule is the rule of the customer-specific integration minimization. It states that customers try to minimize operational costs by avoiding all unnecessary integration work. Besides, software vendors also try to minimize integration costs to gain higher profits. Therefore, software vendors are more willing to provide ready-made assets which they have already pre-integrated and evaluated as operational units.
The third one is the rule of maximizing commonalities re-usage. It suggests to share similar knowledge base in parallel with design and implementation related assets which are needed for implementing new services. Whenever commonalities exist across ready-made products and new products, by re-using earlier knowledge during the implementation phase of new products, the vendors also improve the quality of the implementation as compared with a “do-it-all-by-yourself” approach [MTV08].

The fourth one is the rule of productizing services in a manner that software vendors can deliver services more efficiently. Productizing of services can raise from modules or design reuse, customer trainings, evaluating maximum peak performance, estimating security threats, system’s scalability or capacity estimations. In other words, it means to sell knowledge re-use as customization work. The knowledge re-use system, such as any sort of centralized data warehouse system plays a very important role here.

The fifth rule is the rule to transform services into products. It should be considered that how the organization should offer new services that generate extra value to their standard products. Services coupled to products can make the products less commodity-like as well as generate new revenue flows and profits, even if the actual product business suffers [Cus08]. The key business strategy in this rule is to deploy pervasive solution on top of the core product.

The fourth and fifth rules are closely connected together and the decision has to be made which service components will be composed together as tightly coupled core product and which service components will be sold separately as value-added services. The strategic approach is to sell the core product with minimum amount of highly-qualified software components and customize loose coupled modules and interfaces on top of that. Besides the service customization, many kind of extra value services can be offered for customers to estimate how customized components and core-product work together. When these customized components eventually become to “de-facto” standardized and extra value of them diminish, then they can be added to the core-product and coupled tightly together.
Software product vendors should treat services as strategic area and as opportunity to increase cost margins and revenues. This business approach toward services should not be limited to the pure software business but it can be extended to other levels, such as telecommunication equipments and computer hardware. Companies have to realize that services are real money which they may have ignored and just hoped that service partners can support them to sell more products. If product revenues disappear, then former partners must compete for same money. The dedicated IT service companies will not politely embrace new business strategy of the product software vendors because those companies have traditionally built their business strategy for installing, integrating, and customizing enterprise systems. However, before the product software vendors get deeper into the service business, such as product customization, integration and tailored measurement and quality services, the change can cause a negative impact on profits until the product software companies gain enough scale and competence knowhow to perform these services in an efficient way. After the migration period, they begin again to make money from services, much like dedicated IT services companies do [Cus08].

2.4 Enterprise Framework for Business and IT Alignment - BOIT

There is still lack of effective frameworks, on which the potential of IT can be based, even though information systems have evolved from their traditional approach of administrative support toward a more strategic role within organizations. The effectiveness of the strategic management of IT depends upon alignment among four categories - the business strategy, the IT strategy, the organizational infrastructure and processes to carry out the business strategy, and the IT infrastructure and processes to carry out the IT strategy [Coo00]. To align business and IT strategies together Henderson and Venkatraman have introduced their strategic alignment model [HeV99]. Via vertical dimension Figure 2 shows the interplay between the strategy and operational aspects by focusing on the four relations. These relations are indicated by arrows. The model identifies the need to categorize two types of integration between IT and business. The first one - strategic integration - is the link between business strategy and IT strategy and it deals with the capability of IT to support
business strategy. The other one - operational integration - deals with the organizational infrastructure and processes and I/S infrastructure and processes and concentrates on the criticality to ensure coherence between the organizational demands and the capability to deliver IT functionality [HeV99].

![Figure 2. Strategic alignment model [HeV99].](image)

The framework is all about to assure the coherence of IT assets and to assure the alignment between business and IT. The coherence can be achieved from increased business process maturity and full adoption of Service-orientation as new IT strategy among the organizations. The aspects of dimension covers the spectrum from very business-oriented to very technology-oriented. Table 1 covers the four dimensions of BOIT framework which can be aligned with the strategic alignment model.
| **Business Strategy → Business (B)** | The business aspect describes the business goals of electronic business. As such, it answers the question why a specific business scenario exists or should exist or what should be reached. Topics can be leveraged of efficiency levels, access to new markets, and reorientation of interaction with customers. How things are done is not of interest in this aspect. The business strategy in the context of this thesis is evaluated constant but it does not mean that it will stay static forever but should be prepared to continuously make necessary adaptations. |
| **Organizational Infrastructure and Processes → Organization (O)** | the organization aspect describes how organizations are structured to achieve the goals defined in the business aspect. Organization structures and business processes are main ingredients here – automated systems are not yet in scope in this aspect. |
| **I/T Strategy → Infrastructure (I)** | The infrastructure aspect covers the infrastructure (architecture) of automated information systems required to make the organizations defined in the organization aspect work. As such, it describes how automated systems support the involved organizations. |
I/S Infrastructure and Processes  
⇒ Technology (T)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I/S Infrastructure and Processes</th>
<th>The technology aspect describes the technological realization of the systems of which the architecture is specified in the infrastructure aspect. This aspect covers the concrete ingredients from information and communication technology, including software, languages and protocols.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Four aspects to form the BOIT framework [HeV99, Gre06].

A critical lever for achieving dynamic capability is not any specific set of enhanced technological functionality but organizational capabilities to adapt technology to differentiate its services from other vendors. No single IT application could offer a sustained competitive advantage. Rather, advantage is achieved through the capability of an organization continuously to exploit IT functionality. This requires a fundamental change in management level thinking about the role of IT in organizational transformation and reasonable understanding of the IT strategy as its supporting role for business strategy. This is especially important because IT has emerged as an important source of strategic advantage to enterprises [HeV99].

It is equally important to identify the specific role of the management level because the adoption of the Service-oriented strategy requires deep management level involvement and a robust communication plan. The communication plan is used to spread the transformational messages of new strategy to target groups via correct channels. The main goal is not only to achieve awareness of new IT strategy among the employees but get them really to understand and committed to new IT strategy. The aspects that should be taken into consideration when leading the enterprise level transformational process, have been analyzed explicitly in the article written by Kotter [Kot07].
Service-oriented IT strategy should be adopted by synchronizing it with the business strategy, organization infrastructure, and IT technology. The business strategy is evaluated constant in the context of the thesis. Based on this assumption, the business strategy can be ignored when evaluating the best alignment perspective. After the deep alignment analysis, the service level alignment perspective has been chosen as thesis' key alignment strategy. As shown in Figure 3, this alignment model concentrates on to build a professional IT service organization. Therefore, it demands understanding of IT strategy with corresponding understanding of information system infrastructure and its main processes. The IT organization must deploy resources and be active for growing and agile demands received from customer experience management systems.

Figure 3. Service level alignment perspective [HeV99].
The actual IT strategy implementation has to be performed by all business units and product lines across organizations. A top-down strategy works its way from business process modeling workflows down to implementation level, whereas a bottom-up strategy usually involves the use of technical frameworks that guide how to integrate legacy systems [Fet06].

The Service-oriented IT strategy should not only look at the current “as-is” status, neither it should purely align with top-down or bottom-up approach. Instead, both approaches should be taken into the consideration when aiming at the final “to-be” state. The goal can be seen in Figure 4 which composites these two approaches transforming finally to a meet-in-the-middle path. The meet-in-the-middle path ensures that services are constructed and modularized based on real business needs and guarantees that an iterative and agile development lifecycle keeps on rolling. At the same time it gives answer to the question: “Which one is first – the business process or services?”

Figure 4. The alignment of Top-down and Bottom-up approaches [Mal10].
One major challenge in Service-orientation is to define the actual concept of a service. A consensus has to be achieved between establishing direct connections between business concepts and existing legacy systems. This agreement can only be achieved through a detailed case study of a particular business area, examining its core business processes and the architecture of its existing IT legacy systems [Fet06]. Far from deriving business strategy from IT strategy, or even developing them in parallel, the best option is to develop them as a unified entity [WDM01]. Before the internet, it was not possible to distribute business processes across the world so easily, just like it was not possible to break up businesses into individual business units without having them connected via master database server hierarchy [Sne06]. From this perspective, technology and business challenges complement each others.

The modernization of legacy systems towards Service-orientated architecture has clear potential benefits. However, it is extremely important to choose the appropriate modernization strategy before adapting it. The recommended approaches are replacement and wrapping strategies [ACD10]. The replacement strategy can be chosen for those legacy systems and applications which can be mostly covered with COTS, excluding small amount of customization efforts. Besides replacement, wrapping can be performed for those operations which are not covered by COTS. Wrapping technology provides a new interface to legacy systems, making it easily accessible by others. Wrapping constructs a service definition interface which can easily be invoked by other services.

On the other hand, variability of interfaces suggests that at least one of the interacting subsystems is subject to change, and therefore integrating these subsystems inside a module would transfer the management of the variation from the customer to the software vendor. Therefore, in order to succeed in innovation process, the organization can out-source relatively independent modules, but integrate and manage closely interdependent ones by itself [MTV08].

It makes occasionally sense to retire the application and replace it with COTS or then perform a complete recompilation of the legacy system from scratch. If the business rules of the maintenance agreements are well understood, then it should
be realized that legacy systems contain obsolete technologies which are difficult and costly to maintain, especially if the system has reached the end-of-maintenance milestone. The replacement strategy can be chosen if wrapping, redevelopment, and migration strategies generate costs which cannot be justified. Rewriting the application from scratch is not cheap but rather time consuming. However, it offers a great advantage to deliver a customer-specific solution that can be built exactly to respond all the organizational needs [ACD10].

It might be easier to start the transformational activities from the business drivers and top-down approach because models of the existing and future processes are crucial inputs for business and IT alignment. The top-down development strategy is evaluated to be more interoperable than the bottom-up approach because it is avoiding product-specific models and mainly concentrating on interfaces and message definitions. This path should lead to a higher likelihood of interoperability. The possible negative impact of bottom-up approach can lead to poor business service abstractions since the designing decisions are dictated by the existing IT environment restrictions, rather than based on pure business needs. In some circumstances it may also lead to insufficient, non-functional requirement characteristics [PTR05]. When these restrictions is recognized, SOA combined with the meet-in-the-middle strategy should generate a success.
3 Process Integration through Service-Oriented Models

Constantly changing business needs and rapidly changing IT platforms require independence and generalization of process models [WDM01]. SOA serves these aspects providing platform independent services to construct business processes. There are constant needs to integrate process models together but integration without sufficient knowledge can lead to project delays and underestimated extra costs. Service-oriented business process models offer the solution for this challenge.

This chapter recommends how the organizational transformation can be conducted. Furthermore, the chapter introduces TMF’s NGOSS which can be exploited to standardize and consolidate CSPs’ common business processes. Finally, this chapter presents benefits CSPs will achieve by adopting Service-oriented business process models as part of their daily business operations which can be offered as comprehensive OSS/BSS Service as a Solution.

3.1 From Vertical Product Silos to Horizontal Service Layers

Vertical industry means technology area which has a clear specialization and limited transferability of skills and knowledge outside its own silo [LHF11]. The terms vertical silo, product specific and industry specific software are used to describe software which cannot be easily re-deployed in any other vertical industry than within its original silo, as opposed to horizontally layered and generally purposed software. Horizontal approach refers to a development technique in software systems where it becomes possible to offer the same software for multiple customers within the same industry, across technological and industrial boundaries. However, it can also define a development technique where a software vendor expands its offering to new market segments within a vertical software market or enters totally new vertical software market [FTL09].
Historically, vertical industry has played a dominant role in the telecommunication area and industry specific software is not developed as OSS or delivered as a service either. OSS adoption has been prevented by specificity of processes, applications and their interfaces. OSS software has traditionally been vertically integrated and relatively consolidated compared to other IT business industries. The key reason for vertical disintegration seems to be the desire to gain efficiency, innovativeness and flexibility in software manufacturing. The outsourcing of non-core business operations also seems to have driven towards the vertical disintegration.

The key part of the strategic change is to overcome the traditional industry-specific vertical organization silos and to move towards service centric horizontal layers. Historically, CSPs have been forced to update their legacy systems to cope with every new operation. This have led to multiplicity of incompatible systems, enlarging the complexity of the IT systems. The reward for reducing the number of processes and systems and the simplification of the service introduction process represents the significant reduction in operational costs. Offering attractive services and stimulating service usage is currently coupled with mastering a multitude of workflows and legacy interdependencies. It is not economically justifiable to have two completely separate systems only with small differences in the functional level. Shifting towards the service centric approach brings significant competitive advantages to CSPs in terms of improved business flexibility and bringing new services faster to market as seen in Figure 5. Furthermore, it optimizes operational efficiency and reduces costs due to reduced number of processes, systems and interfaces [Don09].
Systems in the telecommunication industry are required to interact with telecommunication networks. These systems are also required to support processes specific to the industry. Some of the OSS/BSS operations have recently been unified across the CSP silos. For example, CRM systems could be the same for all the provided services [TyF08]. Thus, new CRM service layer can be horizontally integrated to support OSS/BSS interoperability.

The importance to understand the need of new information technology to support new business strategy were highlighted by Cooper et al. in their research [Coo00]. However, it is not the technology alone that leads to significant benefits. An old-fashioned organization plus new technology usually equals a costly old organization. Therefore, the organizational change management process has to be performed in parallel with the technology change management process.

Figure 5. From product-centric silos to customer-centric service layers [Don09].
In organizations with strong process focus, top-management prioritizes and supports process initiatives and also realizes the importance to use real-time process data for fast decision-making. Organizations that embrace process-centric strategy should focus on end-to-end processes improvement, rather than settling for departmental change. Actually, the organizational change management process does not necessarily mean to reconstruct all the business units and departments, but rather let them to adopt new strategy. Process-centric organizations can quickly realize that processes may change over time, thus those need to be constructed in a way that allows easy, constant and dynamic change [BEA08].

A vital part of the new service strategy is also to create a flexible and agile organization. By understanding customers and having accurate service profitability knowledge, the company can phase out or modify unprofitable services and design new alternatives for customers. In other words, the organization must establish a sense of urgency. Every organization needs go through the SWOT-analysis to figure out the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threads that change management will bring in front of them [Coo00]. The reason why it is recommended to perform the SWOT-analysis is that individuals and organizations have a great tendency for ignoring disturbing evidences and simply continuing to act along established patterns when they lack a plausible way to get out of a bad situation. This kind of behaviour can also be called as self-deception.

Enterprises have to break down their vertical organization silos and to expose applications to inter-operate with each other and to compose business processes spanning several organizations within the enterprise through horizontally layered system integration by means of SOA. Traditionally, applications were built without integration as a goal which led to monolithic and silo styled applications. Besides, IT is not yet respected as a core business and services are still not part of the horizontal business strategy [JeD09]. This lack has to realized and corrected in parallel.
Figure 6 presents the overall idea of the transformational process. In the figure vertical silos are transformed to horizontal layers. On the bottom layer there are products which offer applications. Applications, in turn, provide operations in the form of services. Finally, services constitute processes, and the processes are the cornerstone of the daily business.

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6. From vertical products silos towards horizontal service layers.

The market evolution of the vertical software industry has been investigated by Tyrväinen and Frank and they have estimated that at the beginning of a system’s lifecycle, software is mainly designed by in-house resources to automate business processes as part of their R&D departments activities. Along the software evolution, the amount of specialized vendors increases as the target and CSP’ money spending shifts from in-house labour to use of IT service providers and further to purchase of COTS. During the mature software phases, use of open source software cuts some market volume from software products, while use of external IT consultancy is still visible in the volume of a vertical software market [TyF08].
The strategic change can be considered as vertical disintegration of the telecommunication operational industry [FTL09]. The new business strategy has to be adopted which means that a core-product has to be transformed to horizontal service layer mode and on top of that vertical customization efforts and extra value services can be tailored just for customer specific needs. Tyrväinen and Frank have also estimated that the software vendors operating on market segments with higher volumes of in-house software development, are on an average larger than others [TyF08]. Same vendors also support a larger scale of network technologies than smaller competitors operating on product specific market segments. The number of COTS the software vendor offers seems to correlate with the total market segment volume.

3.2 TeleManagement Forum’s Initiative - NGOSS

CSPs have recently started to classify their operations. TeleManagement Forum is actively promoting their NGOSS for defining standardized operations of telecommunication business processes [LAG07]. The modularization and standardization is the result of CSPs’ enthusiasm to exploit the economies of scale arising from external providers supplying services for CSPs’ common needs. Traditionally, all the operations for providing services were conducted within CSPs and vertically integrated conforming with organization silos. CSPs also developed their own operations and applications. But lately the situation has significantly changed. The markets have been liberalized and regulations have been rescinded [FTL09].

Changes in business reflect most directly on changes in business processes. Business process management technology with its ability to quickly automate business processes offers a core mechanism for enabling business flexibility and adaptability [Mah06]. Applications constitute the sketch of operations, operations constitute the sketch of a processes and processes constitute cornerstones for the daily business. TMF’s strategy is to align them together using their own integration framework initiative - NGOSS. It provides the standard guidelines for effective business operations, enabling CSPs to assess and improve performance by using SOA for integration.
NGOSS has received lot of attention because CSPs have recognized it as core to their business instead of abstract set of other standards. More recently, NGOSS has been extended by Customer Experience Management (CEM) operations which nowadays constitutes the third core industry for CSPs together with OSS and BSS. Figure 7 presents the four sub-frameworks which together compose the whole NGOSS. Its main idea is to bring together processes, applications and data with Service-oriented architecture working as the integration base.

Figure 7. The overall of TMF’s NGOSS [TMF12].

Business Process Framework helps CSPs to move towards a new IT architecture based on standardized business processes. Telecommunications operators have recently modularized plenty of their operations complying with Business Process Framework. Processes have been categorized into four vertical functional groups and into four horizontal functional groups. Vertical groups are operations, fulfilment, assurance and billing. Horizontal groups are customer relationship management, service management and operations, resource management and operations and supplier/partner relationship management.
Information Framework offers a common data model which should enable more agile implementation of projects, enhance quality of services and leverage network data exchange across multi-vendor systems. Information Framework conformant interfaces help operators to avoid time consuming integration efforts due to standardized process and operation semantics. With significant pressure on operational and capital expenditures, CSPs need standard building blocks that enable business agility. To support this business need, Nokia Siemens Networks is working strongly and intently towards Information Framework compliance. The company has recently received TMF’s Information Framework certification for its open, process-led OSS/BSS architecture and its business analysis application suite [NSN10a]. This is a concrete step towards the goal to push for a common data model to tear down data silos.

Application Framework provides business requirements and the solution design perspective for applications and helps an enterprise to advance its insights into the design and implementation phases. Application Framework offers a procedure to categorize processes and their associated information into well-known applications. Application Framework provides a common language for communities who specify, design, and deploy operation and business support systems, so that users can understand each other's viewpoints. The Application Framework has been divided into horizontal layers which are consistent with Information Framework and vertical columns which are consistent with Business Process Framework.

Integration Framework is the centralized core element which combines the other three frameworks together as an unique and solid way to manage CSPs’ daily business. Integration Framework defines how the processes and information behind these systems can be automated. Integration Framework identifies the dependencies and unifies other frameworks in the Service-oriented fashion. Integration Framework offers a large set of reusable and implementable business services that are based on SOA and which behave like building blocks - each corresponding a standard business operation and dedicated to support the enterprise’s service portfolio.
3.4 OSS/BSS Services as a Solution

Services inter-operate both in the organizational level and across company boundaries. The enhanced service integration will enable a rapid entry to OSS/BSS markets. The key strategy is to create the Service-oriented application architecture which enables both inter- and intra-organizational business processes. The multi-layer OSS/BSS solution has to be integrated with multiple networks and services. These networks and services are heterogeneous by the nature, and the multi-layer OSS/BSS solution should be adoptable and flexible enough to be integrated with the business processes of different CSPs. The key strategy is to provide end-to-end productized and verified business process models for fast system integration which improves operational efficiency through reduced complexity and improved data management. It also ensures extensive add-on applications for OSS/BSS functions on the CSP specific demand. The end-to-end process approach starts with business value and develops further to the data architecture and technical solution required to realize these benefits [Mal10]. The end-to-end process approach should be aligned with the meet-in-the-middle development approach.

Service offerings will be of interest to CSPs once they provide cost-advantages achieved through Service-oriented process models. Applications which can be used broadly across organization silos should be implemented first to comply with SOA. Since SOA is a common mode of software provisioning for horizontal applications across industries, it is expected that service offerings are more likely to appear in many OSS/BSS operations, such as in billing, revenue management and service fulfillment areas. When CSPs and vendors continue to standardize and consolidate their business processes and operations, they have better chances to automate and adapt also these operations into their existing service portfolio.

The natural evolution of the horizontal approach evolves mainly through standardization. This reduces obstacles to entry to the software market. The standardization of business processes and operations in the vertical industry enables providing software for many customers and reduces importance of special knowledge of vertical processes. Standard interfaces enable modularization of operations and business
support systems and grant more opportunities for pre-integrated business processes. The entry of horizontal software vendors to the operations and business support systems market is likely to have a great impact on the competition and further evolution of business processes. For example, a mediation service could be the same within all the provided business processes. Moreover, some CSPs have specialized, by focusing mostly on operations which are most traditional for telecom operators. This business strategy has resulted in the appearance of both service and network providers [FTL09].
4 Service-Oriented Business

CSPs are going to outsource more and more development and operational activities of the software applications to the software vendors. A new service strategy increases the demand of cost-efficient service offerings. The most prominent approach is the Service-orientation and software vendors are eventually adopting this new service model as part of their core business strategy. The strategy of the Service-oriented business is to provide a service architecture and to offer a large number of simple elementary services whose interfaces are easy to invoke, test and validate.

This chapter concentrates on the Service-oriented architecture and specifies characteristics which services should adapt if they want to inter-operate in a distributed network while composing an end-to-end business process. Furthermore, the chapter introduces Web Services protocols which are standardized protocols for services to collaborate.

4.1 Service-Oriented Architecture

A service is a running instance of an application. Service-oriented architecture is a paradigm for utilizing and organizing distributed services which are controlled by different ownership silos [OAS06]. SOA offers a bunch of principles for building complex, loosely coupled, autonomous and granular applications, as well as paradigms for service orchestration and service composition. SOA is all about building standard interfaces to access different business functions used by various business applications and systems. These business functions can essentially be those ones that are frequently invoked by other applications and systems. SOA provides a way to integrate data and processes across internal and external partners. SOA offers a way to combine business services as unified service offered to the end users [KDK07]. Standard interfaces are constructed for enterprise-level usage and are used by many different organizations and applications spanning a great variety of business processes. This embodiment can be referred as implementation of the enterprise level SOA. In such scenario, the collaboration networks may consist of multiple ven-
dors managing the network together, and of niche vendors filling in the technical gaps of the leading company. SOA is purposed to reduce complexity in application integration with a platform- and programming language independent service layer. SOA can be seen as a giant subroutine library, with the difference that the user must not copy it onto the computer, compile it and link it with his own programs [Sne05].

SOA is not any real product or technology but rather it can be understood as a software engineering concept. SOA is a standard procedure to create connections for enterprise systems. These systems offer their resources as services. The interfaces of those services work transparently. The services offer descriptions how the interfaces are to be connected and used. For example, a mediator that gather data from multiple sources and correlates data packets together as a more solid data packet, can market itself as a mediation service. The interface for a service is provided by an implementation independent manner. Once implemented, the mediation service is available for any users or services that require mediation functionality [Yrj11].

Services are the fundamental elements of SOA and the architecture offers methods bringing and combining needed resources and capabilities loosely together. A service description contains the information to interoperate with the service and describes it in such terms as service inputs, outputs, associated syntax and semantics. The service description also conveys what is accomplished when the service is invoked and all the preconditions required to use the service. In the context of SOA, the importance of Service Level Agreements (SLA) must be highlighted [PaH07]. Service level agreement is a contract between the service customers and the service provider. It is required to define what the service provider is offering to the customer and what are the expectations from the customer. The SLA is commonly a document describing the expectations between the participants. It may cover many qualitative and quantitative aspects, such as maximum performance and latency of the service, service availability and the possible penalty fees of the service failure [Can09]. Besides, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) can be used to monitor the pre-agreed behavior of services.
In general, organizations offer capabilities and resources when they play service providers’ role. Parties, who will use service are called as service consumers. The actual service description allows prospective consumers to evaluate whether the service is suitable for their current needs. The key issue for the Service-oriented architecture is to facilitate the manageable growth of large scale enterprise systems and to reduce costs of interoperability. Through inherent capability to scale and evolve, SOA enables a large-scale service portfolio which is adaptable to different needs of specific problem area and process architecture. This can be achieved by adopting the horizontal layer strategy. The infrastructure of SOA encourages also to be more agile and responsive than the architecture which has been built on top of exponential number of point-to-point connections. Therefore, SOA can provide a solid foundation for business flexibility, adaptability and agility. The key feature that differentiates service from traditional software component is self-description. It separates the service specification from the service implementation and thus, supports loose coupling.

Traditionally, each business unit hosts its own local servers and its own team of IT specialists which can be used on demand. This approach grants that productivity of the individual business units can be maximized but in parallel it maximizes also the TCO. The costs of maintaining different solutions for each separate activity will become eventually greater than the costs of sharing common resources. The Service-orientation promises to cure this problem. The service architecture is an attempt to unify the business concept of distributed, autonomous business units, each taking care of different set of processes, with the concept of using common IT resources as services, which can be applied to many concurrent business processes working in parallel [Sne06].
Agile and flexible business process management is the main goal of Service-oriented business. There are two ways to adopt SOA which both can be used in parallel. The first way is to assess the current environment and encapsulate existing applications integration points using Web Services. The second way is tailored for new applications which should be constructed as set of Web Services. The real value through such a manner developed Web Services will be achieved by composing and orchestrating those services into pervasive business processes [JeD09].

Although Service-oriented architecture has the potential to bridge business and technical aspects closer together, their relevant usage still greatly depends on their context. The nature and the scale of business processes and legacy systems should always be taken into the consideration before changing the course towards SOA [Fet06]. However, including a "Support Web Services" check box on the service portfolio is not a sufficient action to adopt the SOA concept. There are huge differences in how software vendors support Web Services technology, and these differences can have dramatic impacts on the ease of deployment, interoperability, maintenance costs and risks analysis [Hil03]. Enterprises have to make a radical strategic change and to perform an enhancement walkthrough for all applications if they want to fully adopt SOA benefits. The long-term business and IT alignment strategy should aim to purchase new applications and systems from software vendors that are committed to provide the state-of-the-art services now and in the future. Enterprises can avoid the integration failures by using application suites and ready-made business process models that software vendors provide. These models provides state-of-the-art operations for the specific business area, such as operations support, billing, service assurance and fulfilment.
4.2 Service Characteristics

A service is an operation that is provided by an application and offered for another peer, client or server. The open question is to consider what is the appropriate level of a single operation that the application should provide. A service can be referred as an instance of the application. The only thing a consumer should know about the service is the service interface definition that specifies the behaviour and contractual agreement which is required to use the service.

Service abstraction is an important aspect in SOA. It separates the service description and the interface logic from the business logic. It is essential that enterprises develop a service layer which can directly interact and to be linked with existing business processes [PeP08]. The service layer is expected to contain various pre-integrated process models and composite services. The service layer is required to serve new business needs which require agile changes to existing business processes. For a large-scale business process transformation, involving multiple processes with complex point-to-point interactions, the process architecture without any service layer becomes very complex to implement and maintain. It is very difficult to get an overall picture how the business process is actually running and how the process flow is orchestrated. From this perspective, the service layer is necessary to be modularized into multiple simpler assets and to provide them as services [PeP08].

Services can be composed into composite services, and thus they can be reused in a context which was not recognized during the implementation phase [PTR05]. The smallest possible granularity grants the maximum flexibility. However, this approach exposes an extremely demanding role for service integration and orchestration. The higher is granularity of a composed system, the lower is the degree of vertical disintegration. The recommendation is to keep the service simple and to avoid unnecessary complexity which makes it demanding to build an appropriate service definition and test it properly. In other words, the interface should be kept as narrow as possible.
The control logic has to be included either in the Web Service or then within the business process. By default, the Web Service should remain untouched whenever possible. All changes should be done at the business process level, by invoking an alternative service, by changing the order of Web Service invocation, or by altering input and output parameters. The aim of the SOA is to replace existing applications altogether by means of fine grained services which the solution architect can compose together as a dynamic application on-demand [Sne05].

Figure 8 presents the composite service which has been broken down into simple service assets which form a small, isolated and distributed application with ready-made operations. This composite service has been built from various simple service assets exiting in various service layers.

![Figure 8. The hierarchy of multi-layered service assets [PeP08].](image)

A single, autonomous computing asset can be referred as an unique service, whereas a composition of multiple computing assets can be referred as business process. In such an architectural environment, any organization can adapt changes flexibly by means of changing the interactions between various services or changing the interface definition of the services [PeP08].
Developers should make an appropriate decision plan and implement a strategy to develop fine-grained services, consequently increasing cohesion, and decreasing complexity and coupling. The granularity of services has an impact on number of attributes. For example, coarse-grained services reduces development efforts simply because it is easier for designers to generalize existing functionality into coarse-grained service interfaces. On the other hand, the creation of coarse-grained services increases service coupling and decreases cohesion. The side effect is lower system quality in terms of maintainability, flexibility, and overall efficiency. Therefore, SOA architects should make a trade-off regarding to expected granularity of services. Coarse-grained services can improve network performance since they require less communication than fine-grained services [PTR05]. However, each message in coarse-grained systems contains more information so the positive performance effect will be received from decreased level of XML document validation and parsing operations. To summarize granularity, it can be seen that more basic elements the component contains, easier it makes to re-use it. Due to this fact, granularity can be seen to trigger vertical disintegration and flourish horizontal integration.

Another important service characteristics is statelessness which means that any information regarding a consumer's current engagement with the service is not maintained at the service provider's application. A service which does not depend on the state of the service consumer is called a stateless service. This makes all the service consumers equal from the functionality point of view, which means that the business logic of the stateless service is the same, no matter who requests it [Rah10]. In other words, a stateless service is a service that does not keep alive any state information between different service requests. Every local process has to maintain its own state and data. If a Web Service is invoked for the second time, the user cannot expect it to remember the results of the last invocation. The preservation of persistent objects is under the overlying business process' responsibility [Sne05, Sne06].
Services exhibit a complete autonomy from other services, which means that each service is implemented separately from other independent services. Together they create a loosely coupled system. According to the software system design principles, tightly coupled components should be placed in a same module [MTV08]. These modules normally contains some complex business logic hard to separate which makes the interface specification difficult.

In vice versa, loosely coupled components should be placed in separate modules. If services which are composing a comprehensive business process are decoupled using a message oriented middleware, it is extremely challenging to provide transactional integrity. The data replication across different systems provides loose coupling, but generates challenges to maintain synchronization.

### 4.3 Service Interoperability through Web Services

Web Services offer a technique to describe, discover and transport messages between services. This means that all the organizations of the enterprise are able to use the provided services for their own business purposes. This is a revolutionary change compared to old habits and how software within an enterprise is implemented, delivered and maintained. The simplest way to achieve service interoperability is achieved through Web Services, the standardization that is fully SOA compliant.

Web Services are a popular way to provide underlying technology and protocols for Service-oriented architecture. Web Services allow applications to be accessed from any neutral and transparent environment. A Web Services architecture is the most common way to design the architecture according to the SOA concept. WS are well-suited to abstract the data communication and programming interfaces of these applications and make the information available to other applications by means of XML formatted documents. SOA, using advantages which Web Services provide, makes information sharing across silos transparent [KDK07]. WS provide environment to build a large-scale processing ability from simple, small assets spread across intra-organizational and inter-organizational boundaries in a distributed network [PeP08].
Service-oriented architecture obeying Web Services promises to make applications easier to compose and replace, more flexible, and especially, shorten the timeframe to launch new services to market.

WS comprise of a suite of techniques. Web Serviced Definition Language (WSDL) is tailored for service definition, Universal Definition and Discovery Interface (UDDI) for service registration and discovery and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for transportation of messages between the service provider and the service consumer [W3C02].

The service interface description between the request and response messages is made by WSDL. Opposite to integration through software code, this declarative description of the operations that services offer, enables services autonomy as well as easy adaptation and evolution of the business logic when business systems need to be updated [Can09]. The deeper is the functionality of the individual Web Service, the more complex is the interface and its definition. The service procedure requires not only more input parameters but it also produces more results, all of which have to be specified by the interface definition. The WS call becomes more and more fragmented, with many layers of nested data and parameter lists, until it resembles a standard program itself. At this point, it is just simpler to code the service itself rather than spending so much efforts to build up a WSDL interface [Sne05]. Complex interfaces require deep black-box testing period for service verification and validation. It may require more efforts to test the WS interface than just program the service itself. In overall, WS should be kept short and simple in order to provide reusable assets which can be composed into business processes with maximal benefits and with minimal efforts.

The other core functionality of WS is a service registry which contains a list of service descriptions. According to these descriptions, another peer, client or server can decide which service fits best to required business needs and choose the service accordingly by invoking that service. A service registry has to be taken into use to provide the place in which the WS definitions can be stored. All the business units and organizations should be informed about the existence of the service registry. A
service registry provides a configurable, scalable and secure registry for Web Services. It enables services to be discovered, managed, provisioned and governed across the enterprise. A service registry should enable service providers to publish and advertise their service interface capabilities. It should also allow clients to find and retrieve services that meet their criteria and to consume services they want and let service administrators to control the service visibility, access and lifecycle.

Service registry capabilities support service lifecycle management and SOA environment governance. Service registry must support UDDI discovery enabling registry queries to be fully compliant with WS and to provide functions and flexibility which can help IT groups to institute and enforce standards and best practices in their SOA deployment projects. UDDI provides a framework to classify business, services, and technical details about the services the user may want to expose. Publishing a service into a registry requires detailed understanding of the service type and the data syntax and semantics representing the service in the registry. A registry entry has certain associated properties and these property types are defined when the registry is generated. The user can publish a service into a registry and make it available for other departments and organizations to be discovered and used. Like Walker writes in his article “Innovation is also about creatively reusing something that already exists and not just creating something new” [Wal07].

The third core functionality is SOAP which binds the services together. SOAP transports messages which are assembled by wrapping the contents of the header and body variables inside an envelope. The information inside the envelope is an XML formatted document. Behind the WS protocols there is a transportation layer which usually uses HTTP and TCP/IP working as transmission and routing protocol. The standardized transport layers for Web Services are HTTP and HTTPS because they are the only protocols having standard WSDL bindings.
Above WS there have to be agreements how services should interoperate together. It is not enough to let WS to send and receive messages without any reliable communication channel. For that reason, there are important technical aspects to guarantee consistent business transactions and reliable messaging in parallel with security, availability, scalability and performance aspects.
5 Technical Requirements in Middleware Platform

A middleware framework is an architectural pattern which provides extensible models for applications within a silo. Besides, a middleware framework provides the core elements, relationships, structural and dynamic integrity, as well as extension points for modifying the framework for a given application. Applications play a very dominant role in today's organizations and most of the crucial business operations are executed by them. Application integration has now become a critical issue for an enterprise [Jab05]. Therefore, the middleware framework is the key element which usually dictates whether management of business processes becomes a success or failure.

This chapter introduces some of the most important technical requirements which SOA integration platform working as middleware framework needs to fulfill, thus it is capable to deploy and manage services. Firstly, some challenges related to data consistency is introduced. Then, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is introduced which offers a service provision layer to integrate applications together. Later on, different types of middleware messaging is introduced, and finally the chapter ends with the comparison between Domain Specific Notations (DSN) and general notations.

5.1 Challenges in Business Transactions

WS transactions support thin clients representing autonomous parties whose accessibility cannot be determined beforehand. The area of process and service composition requires a support of the transaction management. Therefore, it has to be possible to compose business process transaction models in a way that all the transactional requirements of each participant can be satisfied [Wan08]. Integration and coordination increase the amount of real time data and this type of interoperability can be referred as business transactional exchange. The presence of SOA should further enhance the benefit by performing real time communication and information delivery easier due to the inherent standard-based interoperability feature. Thus, enterprises with SOA would be in the better position compared to competitors to achieve better transactional performance [KDK07].
The client layer contains end-users, peers and services. Those services exist within or across the enterprise borders. The service layer supports loose coupling and communicates using WS. Interfaces in the service layer do not run the actual application code but they market their interface definitions. Below the service layer, the application layer runs the actual application code. The application layer can be further divided in model, view and controller parts.

Application servers maintain large amounts of data for relational databases and XML databases. These databases require strict concurrency control mechanisms to provide sufficient data consistency. The ideal way is to generate a new persistent data layer which works closely together with applications but stays still independent. This manner decreases the communication costs by keeping data close to its use.

Figure 9 illustrates the hierarchical layout of the layers. The persistence layer provides a non-volatile storage in the nature of relational- or XML database and heterogeneous file systems. The model square left in the application layer should contain the resource manager’s and transaction manager’s roles which are vital for database connectivity.

Figure 9. The multi-layer middleware architecture.
Middleware architecture systems are used for transaction processing. These systems control transaction submissions to backend databases and to other transactional subsystems. Strict ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties can be loosen to improve application availability, performance and scalability by using these services appropriately [WVG08].

The standard transaction oriented workflow may consist of multiple parallel, serialized short-running requests which are managed globally by the centralized resource manager. Besides, these short-running transactions are managed locally by multiple transaction managers. The heart of the transactions is X/Open XA [Wan08], which defines the standard protocols that allow coordination, commitment, and recovery between transaction managers and resource managers. Hewitt describes pretty well their roles saying "Transaction managers, coordinates transactions across different resource managers. Typical XA resources are databases, messaging queuing products such as JMS or WebSphere MQ, mainframe applications, ERP packages, or anything else that can be coordinated with the transaction manager. XA is used to coordinate what is commonly called a two-phase commit (2PC) transaction. The classic example of a 2PC transaction is when two different databases need to be updated atomically. XA proves its value when an application encounters unexpected situations. Intentionally killing a BEA WebLogic Server instance, causing a duplicate key error, or restarting a database simulates situations that can happen in production. If XA has been properly configured, all resources should complete or roll back the same transactions" [Hew04].

While WS conversations are normally long-living and durable, there are circumstances where it is acceptable to leave them in memory. This can occur in situations where only the last fulfillment step is crucial. Asynchronous communication is vital to support long-living business operations which move back and forth between inter-operating services. Between tight and loose coupling, there is a centralized coordinator which mandates the use of certain proprietary mediation technologies over which XML messages flow. The coordination can exist between organizations within or across the enterprise. Therefore, the middleware platform should provide a distributed transactional environment which extends outward from backend databases.
5.2 Enterprise Service Bus

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is an integration backbone for Service-oriented applications. ESB enables loose coupling of clients, peers and other services. Main purpose of ESB is decoupling of heterogeneous communication end points in a distributed environment, with the deep focus on integration, system robustness, scalability, flexibility, quality of service and service-level agreement enforcement. ESB increases availability of the service infrastructure which forms a set of standard-based services that are reusable in composite applications and business processes. Applications plug into the ESB and share data with other applications [JeD09].

The ESB governance exposes the traditional enterprise service bus operations extended with scalable Web Services [Bau10]. ESB architecture includes complex message flows in which messages are routed to other services which are composed into larger workflow. Individual service routes, publishes, or calls out next service in the workflow. The reason for a multiple services design is to support modularity of the end-to-end message flow. The individual service in the workflow needs to communicate efficiently and securely. Additionally, it has to allow transactions and transactional behavior to be propagated and to fulfill sufficient ACID properties.

Some of the most important challenges with ESB include difficulty of interfacing and integrating with a complex infrastructure, strict performance requirements and security concerns. In generic SOA environments, the security aspect is solved by its own architectural layer with dedicated manners. It is possible to implement operator’s security policy using WS and integrate it to the operator’s own security management system. However, if security is hard-coded into applications, the overall security architecture becomes fragmented, hard to manage, error prone and expensive to meet all security policies customers may have.
Service consumers call service providers via ESB. Once the request is received, it is routed via a pipeline through various stages to a business service that is managed by an external application. Separate stages in the pipeline can transform the content of the message, make routing decisions based upon header and message content, and enrich the content of the message. ESB can allow service consumers to use one protocol and interaction style while the business service can use a completely different protocol and interaction style.

Functional features of ESB, expressed in a layered structure, includes three layers. A description and basic operation layer which also can be referred as messaging layer, is concerned with service publication, discovery, selection and binding together with message transport, brokering, routing, validation and transformation. Therefore, it offers multiple messaging options using Web Services.

A composition layer uses versatile notations that allow service integration, pre-configuration, modeling, coordination and orchestration. The composition layer can also take care of measurements gathering even if the actual monitoring and further decisions are performed by the management layer. One major criterion for a powerful service modeling is the ability for easy design of the business operations and maintenance. It is essential, that not only developers can understand how the process is working by looking at the source code level, but the operator should also be able to get an accurate, up-to-date and easily understandable presentation of the process.

The management layer offers features like dynamic service rules and policy configuration and centralized monitoring of the service usage and performance. Embedded service management includes functionalities with unified service interface for maintenance and management. Via service-level agreements, ESB supports configurable monitoring and enforcement of SLAs for messages, operation metrics and message pipelines. These responsibilities are mainly taken care of by business intelligence solution. The rule-based approach is an excellent architectural alternative for applications requiring agility and transparency. They are areas where either frequently changing legal regulations exist, or where companies need to react very quickly to market changes, such as competitor behavior, or areas where the level of
customization is especially high due to vertical silos and their specific applications. These applications are considered agile if substantial modifications and customizations can be delivered into production quickly and without programming. An application is considered transparent if an auditor or business analyst can view its code and easily determine that the application precisely implements business policies accordingly. Due to new legislative requirements, all industries have strong transparency requirements nowadays. This trend is expected to continue and strengthen globally.

ESB should offer two separate main components. One component is the mediator and the other one is the service bus. These two components cover different sets of ESB requirements and therefore they can coexist in the integrated system in a complementary manner. The mediator is positioned as an intra-composite mediation component within an application, whereas the service bus is an enterprise-wide ESB, focused on inter-application communication. The mediator provides functionality that can be seen as a service, available within the service bus that provides filtering, routing, and transformation capabilities. This mediation functionality includes also subject-, content-, and itinerary-based routing with declarative routing rules, but may also provide interface versioning, handling transparently routing of requests to a correct version instance, and management of version instances.

The service bus is a standard-based integration platform that combines messaging, data transformation, intelligent routing and is reliably able to connect and coordinate the interaction between different applications. The purpose of the service bus is to make reusable services widely available for users, business processes, and other services. The service bus is designed to connect, mediate, and manage interactions among heterogeneous services, legacy applications, and multiple enterprise service bus instances across the enterprise wide service network.

Services do not need to care about how messages are actually routed to their partner services. They simply receive a message from the ESB and process that message. The ESB gets the message delivered anywhere it needs to go in a reliable way. ESB assumes that services are generally autonomous. A state and availability of a service at a certain moment of time cannot be guaranteed leading to a asynchronous communication mode.
Building SOA based applications has always been a demanding challenge. It is not so easy to decide, what is an appropriate granularity level of a service and when it is reasonable to join or split services. While there are many standards defining how services should be invoked, managed and monitored, in parallel there are quite few standards defining how services should be developed. Recently, there have been standardization efforts focusing on how applications should be constructed and composed in order to build applications based upon reusable assets. The goal of those standardization efforts has aimed to simplify creating SOA based applications.

One of the key aspect of ESB is to centrally manage and control point-to-point connections. Traditionally, the point-to-point integration approach has typically bundled integration and business logic together existing in either or both the end points. The SOA based integration architecture separates the interface integration logic from the business logic. The benefit is significant because it is easier to change the integration logic and also the integration end point system itself [Jed09]. Therefore, maintenance costs have become higher than in the SOA mode due to exponential growth of point-to-point connections but now costs should stay at the constant level. The overall architectural change from point-to-point connectivity towards ESB can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The architectural change from point-to-point connectivity towards the ESB.
ESB enables the integration architecture to model business processes resembling the manual document flow in the organization. The document-based approach for SOA integration is that an XML-formatted document is sent from its source integration end point to ESB where the document is transformed into a ESB message format. The document might be enriched with additional information and then based on the content of the document it is sent to the destination integration end point. What ESB is doing in this chain is transformation, routing and mediation between integration end points. ESB represents significant mediation layer in process integration. With ESB, integrators are adding significant layer to the SOA architecture which adds enhanced availability, scalability, security and performance benefits to the traditional integration architecture [JeD09].

Web Services provide the best-of-proof technique to support SOA approach but the fact is that most of the legacy systems do support neither SOA nor Web Services. While Web Services interfaces are the integral part of the ESB architecture, all applications do not have to be modified to become true Web Services to connect ESB. There are adapter frameworks that provide standards-based access to non-qualified Service-oriented middleware systems. Database adapter, FTP adapter, JMS adapter, and multiple business suite adapters are some examples of adapters leveraging the adapter framework. Adapter frameworks are required for legacy systems and bottom-up approach for non-standardized SOA applications instead of top-down approach. The service integration is achieved through multiple protocols, client API techniques, legacy messaging environments, and third-party application adapters.
5.3 Messaging in Middleware Platforms

While lacking the robust and comprehensive service infrastructure, system architects have been forced to use a variety of middleware techniques to support complex communication, such as object request brokers and remote procedure calls. Information system developers have also hardcoded complex integration logic as many point-to-point connections to Web Services in order to integrate disparate applications and processes. This has inevitably resulted in highly complex services within the enterprises' IT environment.

Message-oriented middleware generally provides a messaging functionality and it have to resolve to external technologies to meet appropriate interoperability and integration requirements [EsJ07]. Besides, it should totally separate the interface logic from the application logic making inter-operating applications fully autonomous and loosely coupled. Message-oriented middleware supports synchronous request/response, asynchronous publish both for one-to-one and one-to-many, as well as asynchronous request-response message delivery techniques.

ESB needs to support multiple service types ranging from pure Web Services to more generic, not pure XML services. The service type is selected by the individual doing the service registration when the business service is created, and it defines protocols that can be used to communicate with the service end point. ESB needs to include three types of services. With SOAP services messages are assembled by wrapping the contents of the header and body variables inside an envelope [W3C00]. If the body variable contains a piece of reference XML, the referenced content is not substituted into the message. With non-SOAP services messages obey XML, but they can be of any type that the service configuration allows, such as JMS. With pure messaging services a request message can be of one data type and a respond message of another data type.
5.4 General Modeling Notations

Generic tools and notations are based on the architectural paradigm which is further based on horizontal division of functionality. Same functionality is solved always with the same tool irrespective of the silo which unifies the integration work. With common notations companies can decrease operational expenditures. For common tool the same resource group can provide support for all solutions irrespective of the silo. One of the key drivers for common tools are reusable assets. Re-usability is one of the biggest saving potential a company has at the application level. General modeling notations ensure that people who know one modeling tool can easily deploy and understand templates from another.

For each Domain Specific Notations (DSN) there are always need to dedicate a separate group of resources. For DSNs there is no re-use between tools that are each supported by their own silo. The core concept of DSN is to have an environment, where the solution can be crafted using concepts and words that are commonly used within that silo and only those. Using a DSN communication service providers will end up having a different development environment for each solution. This will lead that each development environment is serving narrow business area, maybe even only one business operation. Each enterprise has its specific and tailored operations and applications to support daily business. There are large amount of point-to-point connections between these applications. When more operations and applications will be composed together to support enhanced business processes, the amount of point-to-point connections will grow exponentially. This will result to complex, time-consuming and costly maintenance operations. For that reason general modeling notations feel more natural because their concepts are generic in nature.

It is important to possess required capabilities to orchestrate strategic relationships and collaboration networks. A special challenge in the Service-oriented architecture is the large scale and diversity of workflow languages, standards, and engines. It is widely agreed that workflows are essential for business process modelling, re-engineering and automation but there is little consensus about possible features a
given workflow management system needs to provide or characteristics about business workflows [Can09]. A modelling notation offers an abstraction of the process definition and modelling from the actual designing tools and systems which are required for the actual implementation. The next step to evolve business process models is to integrate them together with more comprehensive business process modelling and workflow management systems which automate the process execution.

The key for powerful modeling is visualization. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a standard which can visualize business processes as graphical workflows [OMG11]. The main approach is designing instead of programming. BPMN is a tailored for process orchestration and it can be used for integrating applications and legacy systems, composing coarse-grained services from fine-grained services, building process centric composite applications and automating business processes. BPMN describes how to compose separate business activities into the complete business process. Each of these activities offers a different service and are invoked via their interfaces. The workflow communicates via these interfaces and defines how to orchestrate applications.

In horizontal partitioning, data sets are partitioned, mapped, and processed by processing nodes in a mutually independent manner whereas in vertical partitioning, data is processed in a pipelined manner on the processing nodes in succession [Can09]. In the horizontal mode, data is delivered to other nodes via XML documents whereas in the vertical mode data is delivered internally within a silo in a pipelined manner. The orchestration depicts a role of the specific participant in the collaborative network whereas choreography depicts the roles of all the participants in the collaborative network.

Composite services have two separate aspects complementing each other. Orchestration of Web Services enables coordination of services by assigning an orchestrator, which is the central controller responsible for invoking and combining workflow's sub-activities. As the opposite, Web Service choreography defines inter- and intra-organizational collaboration of each service to realize the system’s target goal with-
out any central controller. In other words, both ways depict service composition but from different coordination perspectives - centrally and de-centrally.

BPMN can be used to realize orchestration and choreography to achieve interoperability between applications. Figure 11 presents the workflow composition and coordination perspectives. The workflow consists of one pool and the pool has been separated to parallel swim lanes. Each swim lane simulates the role of the specific participant. Dashed lines crossing swim lanes deliver data messages among the participants and lines within the swim lanes delivers data in a pipelined manner.

Figure 11. Workflow coordinated horizontally and vertically.
System integrators can design and simulate any type of process simply by dragging and dropping process elements based on the BPMN standard onto role-based swim lanes. A single integrated process model allows developers to make the process executable without requiring a translation between modelling and execution languages.

Once business representatives decide that a process blueprint is ready for sharing, IT personnel can access and edit it within their environment. Rich process definitions get generated from the blueprint promoting rapid and meaningful process automation. The executable process is always in lock step with the business process model. Business users can create and change process models while IT users can view and modify these processes in parallel. The blueprint should also support bidirectional synching enabling both business and IT to work on the same process at the same time. Business level changes can automatically be merged with any changes done by developers to ensure that the implemented process is in-line with the expectations of the business users. Furthermore, IT can make changes to the blueprint that then become visible to business users as proposals for improvement. Further, process metrics collected from the execution engine can be fed into business intelligence to perform analysis which is based on real-time data. This is required to achieve continuous process improvements. This approach enables unparalleled collaboration between business and IT. It will also provide an executable process model on which the whole enterprise can refer. Additionally, it will ensure that the executed process is always the same as the modelled process.

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) offers a workflow engine, whereas BPMN provides process-modeling integration techniques [OAS07]. BPEL manages all processes and their resources – applications, services, systems and people. BPEL orchestrates the process execution flow, communicates via XML documents and invokes the Web Services over the standardized Web Service interface. BPEL enforces business rules and audits each workflow step to ensure correct process execution. Applications are broken down into services of different granularities and these services are orchestrated on the business process level.
BPEL is purposed also for process orchestration and choreography. Orchestration realizes a process as a partial order of activities under the control of a central conductor whereas choreography realizes a process as an exchange of messages among participants. BPEL establishes links to partners, defines the link types, input parameters to be sent and output parameters to be received, and invokes the Web Services. A WSDL interface can be generated by the BPEL interpreter with the input and output parameters, partner link, the operation name, the messages and variables, the port type and its input and output messages and finally, the SOAP binding description [Sne05].
6 Evaluation of Service-Oriented Business Process Models

Process models offer operational and ready-made business processes. Process models behaving as workflow patterns simulate abstract, commonly recurring business flows, thus helping to reduce costs for developing and integrating enterprise applications [Can09]. This chapter introduces Process Automation Enabling Suite which is Nokia Siemens Networks proprietary and licensed solution offering a large asset of service infrastructure components for building, deploying, and managing comprehensive business processes. Furthermore, the chapter also highlights the importance of business intelligence by means of the agile and flexible management of customer experiences and insights. Finally, some best practises are going through which present results received from the customer experience management and how Service-oriented process models as well as other more common process integration efforts have been adopted in various integration projects.

6.1 NSN Approach - Process Automation Enabling Suite as a Solution

Process Automation Enabling Suite consists of large asset of service infrastructure modules for building, deploying, and managing Service-oriented processes. PES is a Nokia Siemens Networks proprietary and licensed solution. PES enables system developers to set up and manage applications and to orchestrate them as composite services and business processes. PES works as a mediator between business and IT to better co-operate with common process models and languages. With hot-pluggable services, organizations can easily extend and evolve their architecture instead of replacing existing solution or investing in new one.

PES offers a set of tools used to model, implement, execute, monitor and optimize business processes through the process lifecycle. PES is used for enterprise application integration as well as for business process management. PES is mainly intended for persons having a need for basic understanding of the capabilities and concepts of modern SOA based process management toolsets.
PES offers a business process modeling tool for high-level process analysis and representation. This modeling notation is BPMN. PES allows business users to model independently of the implementation or independently of the execution platform’s constraints. PES modeling environment has bigger scope, not only related to modeling and design, but also including business analysis to analyze quality, risks, productivity, and costs using state-of-the-art metrics. PES offers process automation and simulation for high-level analysis of real end-to-end operator processes to provide effective cost-benefit analysis. PES supports publishing and sharing processes over the web, hide confidential parts of a process, and to perform process level auditing.

PES can be seen as a management principle as well as a suite of software components including leading BPM technology to bring processes, systems and people together. PES contains an engine for process orchestration. This engine is BPEL. It provides also a graphical user interface for defining the logic. PES offers Enterprise Service Bus for decoupling applications from each other including operations like protocol conversions, data conversion, and content based routing.

Figure 12 presents a multi-layer infrastructure from PES ESB point of view. Application and silo level collaboration is based on Oracle Mediator (OESB). This level of communication can be referred as intra-organizational collaboration. Besides, the external level of collaboration is based on Oracle Service Bus (OSB) and purposed mainly for inter-organizational collaboration.
- **Application level**
  - multiple application buses per domain, one for each application
- **Silo / Domain level**
  - multiple domain buses, one for each domain
- **Enterprise level**
  - one corporate bus for the enterprise
- **B2B / External level**
  - one external gateway for the enterprise

Figure 12. Multi-layer PES ESB architecture [Sch09].

PES ESB fades the operational and technical boundaries. PES ESB improves communications – both intra- and inter-organizational - so that the data in one end-system could automatically appear in the other end-system, without having any human intervention. Besides, PES contains Web services manager for configuring security policy at run time and human workflow engine for adding manual steps to automated processes. PES includes a rules engine for externalizing simple decisions to a human readable database that are likely to be changed at runtime. PES contains a service registry for specifying at run time on what physical node each service is running by providing physical endpoint addresses. PES service registry repository function is used for service governance processes and service lifecycle support. PES provides a configurable, scalable and secure UDDI compliant registry of Web services and related artifacts and enables services to be discovered, managed, provisioned and governed across the enterprise.
PES supports business activity monitoring for real time report generation which offers business users a versatile process monitoring and analytics tool that allows to analyze better business process information in real time. This is done by computing higher-level aggregates from event data. Thresholds can be set, causal relationships between different event types discovered and temporal event patterns analyzed. Once the analysis has been performed, PES provides a real-time, multi-channel deliver of the analyzed information. This enables problem resolution and business process optimization.

The core strategy behind PES is to provide an enterprise wide service ecosystem. Getting solutions based on PES will tremendously trim down the integration costs during solution deployment but still expose a possibility to replace individual applications of the solution with others. The key elements of PES are SOA fashioned Process Integration (PI) middleware and pre-integrated business process models provided as Process Integration Packs (PIP). Furthermore, Business Intelligence (BI) offers methods and tools to monitor and manage operational business processes.

PI framework grafts a new or modified functionality into existing process in a lightweight and easy-to-deploy manner. PI provides a comprehensive, SOA based foundation framework for adaptive application integration. PI is a complete solution to orchestrate loosely coupled and autonomous business processes beyond and across enterprise applications. PI makes the integration of enterprise application seamless. When integrated with such third party applications, an end-to-end solution could be built which can also cover processes like purchase ordering, invoicing, billing and customer lifecycle management.

PI facilitates centralized and flexible coupling of different applications and network elements by centralizing the orchestration of a process flow into the integration layer. Users achieve reduced TCO because the maintenance of integrations is clearly more efficient than what a de-centralized point-to-point scenario could ever offer. The productized SOA fashioned integration reduces the implementation time and time to market for those users who are launching new products and services.
Process integration is an essential part for enterprises to align their processes to receive fully advantages and opportunities provided by SOA. Process integration is related to development of applications which are linked together and provided as pervasive and automated services. Integration of applications may contain not just internal services but integration of the whole process from external sources related to supply chain management or financial services from multiple organizations. It is important that the organization responsible for the integration work chooses right processes for its SOA efforts based on its potential contribution to add business value [TTC06].

PIP provides a collection of the best practice process implementation models across different process areas, like service delivery, billing, assurance, network management, sales, marketing and customer care. PIP offers pre-integrated and packaged set of business processes over the PI middleware framework. These best-of-breed business processes are designed to fulfil CSPs’ business requirements. Furthermore, these pre-integrated process models are defined based on TMF’s NGOSS. They help the scoping work in any customer project and support collaboration with other vendors and system integrators.

PES will simplify the adaptation of converged charging and billing and customer relationship management applications, leveraging CSPs to adapt their tariff models to diverse customer needs and launch new market campaigns based on customer insights and experiences. Furthermore, PES also supports efficient detection of business critical service degradation. A business solution consolidates and analyses usage, service quality and business performance data from all kinds of classes and service types. Besides BSS, in OSS PES helps to provide a comprehensive view of all network elements and services.

PES working as the key element for Nokia Siemens Networks’ comprehensive business solution, has been certified against TMF’s Information Framework [NSN10a]. Besides this certification, the company has also been rewarded for its automated approach to service management [NSN11]. These awards cite Nokia Siemens Networks for its effective use of TMF’s NGOSS which conformance enables the whole
telecom industry to reduce TCO while improving agility, operational efficiency and customer satisfaction. Figure 13 presents the overall architecture of NSN comprehensive two-layer business solution. Self Care and Customer Administration rectangles are separate COTS offered with or without PES whereas Business Analytics plays to role of BI.

![Diagram of Nokia Siemens Networks' comprehensive business solution for CSPs][1]

Figure 13. Nokia Siemens Networks’ comprehensive business solution for CSPs [Don09].

With horizontal two-layer architecture, CSPs can truly offer the entire service portfolio to any customer across the market segment and overcoming historical silos of diverse systems and processes that previously limited service offerings by separating network service types. These service types are presented in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>payment type</th>
<th>network type</th>
<th>data type</th>
<th>charging type</th>
<th>access type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prepaid</td>
<td>mobile</td>
<td>voice</td>
<td>online</td>
<td>content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postpaid</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>offline</td>
<td>access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Network service types.
PES provides an option to seamlessly integrate the OSS/BSS operations layer with any third party enterprise layer applications that may be present in the CSP’s IT environment. The pre-integrated process models provide reusable and extensible integration adjusting to any needed changes over the solution life time. This inbuilt solution layer provides economies of scale for further integration with the underlying OSS/BSS operations. Together they reduce the overall number of data models and interface mappings because application designers need to know only two data models - the product specific and the canonical ones. PES is based on use of WS and SOA technologies that provide an IT industry standard framework. From technical, semantical and pragmatical perspectives PES offers fully support for them.

Processes are strongly interrelated with customer’s organisation, marketing programs and business management. Customer involvement is hence intensive in most project phases, especially in the scoping phase where customer’s existing business processes are mapped and streamlined and the future processes are designed. Management’s strong participation, target setting and approvals are required on top of normal technical definition work.

Once the SOA architecture requirements are defined, CSP can start building shared service infrastructure using PES. SOA initiative should be iterative and consist of multiple phases [JeD09]. The first phase builds internal basis for SOA infrastructure. This phase would focus on opportunistic SOA projects and building internal SOA capabilities with the focus on BPMN and BPEL. The second phase externalizes SOA infrastructure. This phase should make SOA capabilities available to the extended enterprise and focus on system integration. It should also standardize inter-enterprise integration and remove all remaining point-to-point integrations. The third phase adds missing components of SOA architecture. Self Care, Customer Administration and Business Analytics – if purchased – can now be integrated as CSP has enough business processes and SOA has been adopted across the organizations.

Business intelligence is a complete solution for building real-time operational views to monitor business processes and services, service levels, and track KPIs from processes and services, with capabilities to take automatic or manually invoked cor-
rective actions. BI enables business users to build interactive, real time views, and proactive alerts. It leverages the latest web technology to deliver a rich, interactive personalized operational views from which real time data and personalized reports are delivered to end-user via a standard web interface. The user can also set personalized alert conditions that can be triggered and delivered to the user through e-mail, short messaging, phone, or via other convenient channel. Users have the ability to take the appropriate corrective actions.

BI is built on a message-based, event-driven architecture, specifically designed for needs of real-time analytics and reporting applications. It is the most appropriate solution that provides real-time visibility in the enterprise, delivering information within seconds. Business intelligence enables business users to improve their decision making process by getting a real-time view of the business events occurring in their enterprise and using this information to improve the efficiency of their business processes. For example, monitoring the purchase ordering process to ensure an up-to-minute view of customer service requests.

The improved visibility enables more effective monitoring of the business processes allowing faster reaction time for changing environments. Due to BI it is not only possible to monitor KPIs, which could affect business relevant SLA in real-time, but it also enables a fast drilldown to the roots of the possible agreement violations.

BI provides versatile process monitoring and analysis tools to access real time data. This is done by computing high-level aggregates from event data. Thresholds can be set, causal relationships between different event types discovered and temporal event patterns analyzed. Once the analysis has been performed, BI provides a real-time multi-channel delivery of analyzed information. This enables problem resolution and business process optimization. BI takes the business level monitoring approach which helps an administrator, who may be confronted by tens or hundreds of events and alarms, all as a result of a single malfunction. BI allows correlating events from multiple sources to detect the root cause.
6.2 PES Case Study - Importance of Customer Experience Management

Customer Experience Management (CEM) is an overall psychological impact of customer interactions with CSP and the services customer use. This includes direct experience from products quality and network services offered as well as indirect experience from brand reputation, user experiences, and information collected from the multiple sources on the web. Tough competition and unpredictable customer demands have made it extremely important to understand customer needs and perceptions, and to build stronger and more profitable customer relationships [Pok11]. CEM provides a limited suite of Business Intelligence purely concentrating on mobile subscribers' insights and experiences. From PES point of view, CEM's main responsibility is to provide real-time information for it so that business analysts and technical architects can quickly react on changed business needs and create new service offerings accordingly. In other words, output results of CEM are input arguments for PES.

CEM has become within the last few years a major issue within the telecommunication industry. Most of the CSPs tried to compete many years with their customers only by reducing the prices. Whilst all offers became about the same, customers made their purchase decisions based on the price. Meanwhile it became clear that in order to increase profitability, it is also crucial to understand the customer behavior, their wishes and expectations and offer services that are valuable for them [PoK11]. Thus, the key success factor and the business strategy must be centralized towards the customer orientation instead of the network centralized strategy. Besides customer orientation, the relevant data is often contributed after a customer activity has been performed, failing to provide a valuable real-time view due to its dislocation from the actual flow of the business process. CEM promises to solve both these challenges.

Enterprises continuously struggle with challenges related to information fragmentation in large business organizations. Every big company collects, processes, generates and stores data. Initially, data is stored in binary format and when it is converted to human readable format, it actually transforms into information. Furthermore, when
information is further processed and some special particles are be picked up from the information stream and bound sensibly together, the information transforms into knowledge. Finally, when knowledge is further adapted correctly in some special circumstances, it transforms into intelligence as seen in Figure 14 which presents the sphere of understanding consisting of the four elements in which CEM operates.

![Figure 14. The CEM sphere of understanding.](image)

On the real-time data collection phase, customer and subscriber data is coming from multiple different sources, such as from the network and devices, charging and billing systems, CRM, trouble ticket systems and care systems. Real-time raw data is constantly transformed into customer information, knowledge and insights, which helps CSP to evaluate valuable future opportunities. Customer insights can then be further analyzed to improve business performance [PoK11]. When real-time raw data and historical data patterns are consolidated together for exposure to applications as unique views, data transforms into information.
On the information generation phase, getting the correct data to the right audience in the right format and time, different organizations can efficiently and accurately analyze, profile and segment customers, thus achieving proper insights required for customer centric actions across multiple scenarios. These deep customer analysis gatherings allow a detailed understanding of user’s perception, behavior and usage patterns and financial value [PoK11]. During this phase information transforms into knowledge.

The knowledge transformation phase enables customer experience management, efficient data mining and optimized data browsing. When enterprise architects perform a deep analysis of processes and operations in a given silo they can provide an evolution roadmap with recommendations how to implement target solution [PoK11]. When enterprise architects can efficiently adapt the knowledge into special circumstances, knowledge transforms into intelligence. Intelligence is the highest level of understanding. Furthermore, intelligence is the mode of understanding when user can extract, transform and load multiple models and patterns and still further adapt them in some special conditions and forecast the future correctly.

The next study – the PES case study - is based on two large NSN studies and an advisory report from the TM Forum’s Management World 2011 conference and exhibition. An acquisition and retention study [NSN10b] was performed by Nokia Siemens Networks in 2010. The purpose of the study was to understand relevant factors which are important for customer acquisition and retention. For this study, more than 20,000 users were interviewed in 17 countries. The study revealed that 40% of high-value customers were dissatisfied with their current operators, and they were likely to switch operators within a year.

Especially, customer’s service experiences were one of the top acquisition and retention drivers worldwide and end-users were in search of a better experience. In other words, end-users were not only being lured away by competing offers. Instead, they were being driven away from their CSPs due to dissatisfaction with their existing service. This suggests that an investment in understanding and reducing dissatisfaction can significantly reduce churn in most markets. In advanced markets like
Europe and the US, rather than cost, the actual quality has nowadays become the most important retention driver. There are similar situations in many mature markets and it is just a matter of time when end-users start to evaluate quality more important aspect than pure costs. Self-care options for managing offers, ability to get suitable answers to end-user queries, managing enquiries are all disappointing, which contributes to the lowest level of satisfaction. The study also revealed that the key drivers for retaining customers and to generate customer loyalty and also to win new customers is to empower the customers to satisfy and administer their needs and find answers to their queries around-the-clock and to improve the customer experience by up-lifting the quality of the service.

Besides, Business Evolution Study [NSN10c] was also performed by Nokia Siemens Networks during the same year. This study was carried out via interviews with top opinion leaders and decision makers from 47 CSPs worldwide. The objective of the study was to understand the challenges of communication service providers in terms of improving their customers’ service experience. The study revealed that customer insights start to be a ultimate key topic for CSPs and that key challenges to be solved concern the availability of real-time data, data in silos, mismatch of collection versus usage for insights and the structure of internal processes.

The advisory report based on TM Forum’s World 2011 exhibition and conference [McG11a] stated that network equipment makers should follow the lead of Nokia Siemens Networks in introducing customer experiment management solution that utilizes multiple components from the equipment makers’ portfolios. Besides the importance of customer experiment management, the same conference also highlighted the importance of evaluating new business process models [McG11b]. Furthermore, the same report also stated that pleasing existing customers would eventually be more of a competitive factor than searching and finding new ones. The similar customer behavior analysis has also been made by other researchers [Mal10].
6.3 Best Practises Received from Process Integration

The “Alignment IT to Business Processes” survey among BPM customers revealed that more than two thirds of respondents are connecting SOA and BPM, supporting the strategy that synergies can be received by combining these two approaches. BPM helps to justify and fund SOA investments, whereas SOA enables BPM to scale quickly and effectively. Although BPM can be implemented without SOA, using pre-integrated, reusable services reduces costs and time associated with system integration. BPM offers a higher level abstraction for defining, monitoring and managing businesses processes whilst SOA separates BPM from having details of the underlying systems. Furthermore, three fourths of chief information officers estimated that their company’s IT architecture will be based on SOA, Web services and related technologies within the next five years. The most important drivers for SOA based on the survey can be seen in Figure 15 [BEA08].

![Top Pressures Driving Service-Oriented Architecture](image.png)

*Figure 15. Survey of Aligning IT to Business Processes [BEA08].*
Furthermore, the “BPM Lifecycle Assessment” survey revealed that companies which combine SOA and BPM are able to achieve greater reuse, provide better control over business processes than with BPM alone. According to these surveys, the link between SOA and BPM is clear – the support of agile business processes is a primary driver behind many SOA projects. The benefits received from BPM and SOA integration based on the survey can be seen in Figure 16 [BEA08].

![Customers Report More Success Combining BPM with SOA](image)

Figure 16. BEA BPM Lifecycle Assessment Survey [BEA08].

Wilson, Daniel and McDonald in their study recommend to leverage the model of best practice service assets embedded in COTS [WDM01]. This will reduce costs and minimize the risk involved in development of bespoke software. They evaluated it important to create an explicit IT strategy which should integrate disparate projects and to align a single organizational view of customers, products and competitors. Furthermore, they also highlighted the importance to prototype new business processes and not just to concentrate on the technology itself. Effective marketing demos normally had detailed and profound implications for internal and external processes and relationships. They required prototyping just as much as the actual IT working behind them. If the testing were ignored or improperly performed, then technological limitations may have constrained necessary business process modifications.
King and Burgess in their research [KiB07] proposed that customers should first be acquired via clear communication of a powerful value proposition, understanding the customer needs and offering value added services. These pro-activities were recognized as key factors that determine the success or failure of companies. Furthermore, the same survey also highlighted the importance of deep social dimension within the organization for a success. These results seemed to highlight the importance of close collaboration with CEM and PES - continuous interaction with the customer to gather data, which can then be analyzed to provide the knowledge required to create more personalized services.

Dezdar and Sulaiman estimated in their survey that minimum customization in parallel with business process re-engineering, top-managerial level support and appropriate project management were the three biggest key success factors to implement ERP system properly [DeS09]. In parallel, Mahajan in his study estimated that SOA implementation achieved remarkable time benefits not only because of the non-modular nature of the solution, but also because of actively performed non-automated testing efforts. The black-box testing was evaluated very suitable testing method for Web Services due to their interface definitions. The same study also stated that by wrapping service interfaces across existing ERP based accounting operations and by integrating them to the ESB, allowed the project to quickly integrate payment engine with the accounting operations system without writing a single line of code [Mah06].

Laukkannen, Sarpola and Hallikainen estimated that the impact on resources in ERP adoption were deeply emphasized if ERP software customization is required. Most companies’ were unwilling to get involved with resource constraining and long-lasting implementation, deployment and customization process of ERP system modules. This was one of the most important criterion together with the ERP system module compatibility with the company’s current business processes. All the companies irrelevant their sizes kept it important to develop business and integration capabilities, the necessity to replace the old legacy systems and the efficiency of improvement and the reduction of costs, respectively [LSH07].
Simon, Laszlo and Goldschmidt performed a case study [SLG07] to investigate if cooperation of SOA fashioned applications from different vendors can be achieved. Their preliminary assumption was that the software market will remain diversified on the long term, leading to that the biggest challenge for the widespread distribution of SOA is interoperability among applications of different vendors. They had problems to install and configure application servers and SOA tools provided by multiple software vendors. Also the first handbook and sample settings they applied, turned out to be totally useless. Their analysis highlighted that without the appropriate settings and non-functional requirements, seamless interoperability cannot be achieved. Furthermore, they emphasized the necessity for further standardization to enable out-of-box interoperability and portability of SOA tools.

A case study performed by Auer et al. revealed that one of the major advantages which their research participant gained by SOA was the reuse of separate SOA assets leading that all the processes of the company are currently supported by SOA [Aue11]. As a result, the enterprise managed to stabilize IT costs at the constant level, while number of users and business transactions were more than tripled. Besides, another success story was related to a large financial company which sought to build an IT system that was extensible and adapted to changes exposed by different processes which were coupled with other processes [Mal10, p.57]. Agility was achieved by using a layered architecture and by the service concept which finally revealed to be the biggest key success factor acting as front-end service interface for the actual business logic.

Another enterprise operating in the telecommunication industry, evaluated that for them SOA enabled enterprise wide communication in terms of bridging between IT and other departments. Within their enterprise, all continuous IT projects were usually initiated by a change request coming from the business side, which required a static business case containing a five-year TCO calculation. However, the same company also stated that they still do not have an overall strategy behind the company’s SOA initiatives to transform the whole architecture towards Service-orientation. Instead, SOA is nowadays primarily used as a connecting layer between different silos with standard software, such as, ERP and CRM systems.
Furthermore, CRM researchers highlighted the importance of knowledge management capabilities, willingness to change processes and share information, ability to understand cultural heterogeneous to develop a customer-oriented organization, and technological readiness together with system integration capability. However, from ERP success point of view, these key success factors were estimated not so important [KiB07].

Interestingly, ERP researches evaluated minimum customization as a key success factors while CRM researches evaluated it not important. The reason for that seems to be the external orientation to customer business and ability to understand cultural heterogeneous which often requires trade-offs between COTS and solution specific implementations. In other words, intra-organizational collaboration should adopt COTS whereas inter-organizational collaboration can also lean to customization efforts if they are estimated necessary. Another especially surprising result was that project team’s competence and management skills were estimated important by ERP but not so important by CRM. The possible reason for that could be that even if customization efforts are more easily allowed in CRM projects, CRM operations and systems are more standardized than ERP systems which means that especially high professional project competence and management skills are not required when integrating COTS controlling CRM operations.

Top-management support was evaluated highly important key success factor both for CRM and ERP projects as well as interdepartmental co-operation, communication and data sharing. The support seems to enable project organizations to better understand cultures of the different, geographically distributed organizations. This manner should enable more effective process improvements to be introduced which, in turn, improves knowledge management capabilities and willingness to share data across organizations. In vice versa, the reluctance to share data between organizations will lead to problems with systems integration which, in turn, reduces marketing, sales and local care team members’ ability to deliver improved service to customers [KiB08].
7 Conclusion

Service-oriented business process models provide the best way for organizations to enact standardized business process workflows. They exploit re-usable, well-defined service models that are executed by the SOA middleware. Nokia Siemens Networks Process Enabling Suite provides the future-proof foundation for evolution of enterprise systems. The horizontal two-layer architecture with telecommunication and enterprise layers overcomes historical silos of diverse systems and processes and help CSPs to achieve full convergence at network, customer and service levels. The tangible benefits will be achieved by automating manual and overlapping activities, reducing implementation costs due to reusable business models, reducing maintenance costs and leveraging integration efforts for future demands. Furthermore, there are multiple intangible benefits which are quite challenging to measure, such as the ability to co-operate with external partners and increasing customer satisfaction with more business critical information.

The thesis noticed that, with the development of information technology towards a larger business scope and larger scale, the future trend of business process management is correspondingly following a direction to address the need for more services and collaboration in a distributed, heterogeneous and cross-organizational environment. This need is essential especially in an area of rapidly increasing business, which often involves multiple organizations and entities globally and dynamically establishes business relationships and collaborative operations over the internet.

The recommended solution to compose services together working as business processes is SOA which grants an efficient way to create and modify service offerings. In such scenario, the collaboration networks can consist of multiple large OSS/BSS vendors managing business processes together, and of niche vendors filling in the technical gaps of the leading company. Capabilities of being able to customize standard operations and techniques to serve the customer specific needs will be the most important point for the niche vendors to survive.
The scalability of the OSS/BSS service portfolio is an important factor to enable service offerings, since vendors need to have resources to provide solutions covering several business areas. The complete set of OSS/BSS processes can be offered for any CSP as a readily pre-integrated operations and business support systems. Otherwise, the cost benefits from services can be diminished as a result of high costs when integrating diversity software applications together from multiple partners. Enterprises have to break their organization silos and to expose applications to interoperate with others and compose business processes spanning several organizations within and across the enterprise borders. It has to be realized that the SOA adoption will not be any enormous effort. Therefore, enterprises just need to grab on it and perform the transformational process. However, the decision, strategy and transformational leadership have to come from the enterprise’s top-management level and transformational messages have to be communicated and channelled correctly. The transformational process will not move towards a new strategy by itself. To alleviate the transformational process the BOIT enterprise framework was introduced. The effective management of business requires a balance among all the four areas of the BOIT framework. The service level alignment model was chosen for the transformational strategy to align business, IT and organizations closer together. This strategy provides the best possible service to organizations by developing the appropriate basis to redesign IT infrastructure while transforming towards SOA.

The new service strategy actually means that all the enterprise-level products and applications has to be transformed towards horizontal layers. On the top, some vertical customization efforts and value added services can be tailored just for customer specific needs if still evaluated necessary. The horizontal approach can be achieved by means of standardizing and consolidating the operations and business support systems and adopting TMF’s NGOSS initiative. CSPs play a very important role in the future’s business models. Their expectations and needs have an important impact on how services of business process models should be defined. For that reason needs and demands targeted to customer experience management is highly increasing to quickly and accurately provide necessary customer feedback.
Service-oriented process models and the SOA middleware together with customer experience management will become an increasingly popular alternative to extend vendor’s service portfolio. Together, they will dictate whether management of CSP’s business processes becomes a success or a failure. CSPs can be satisfied via highly qualified core products extended via the delivery of tailored applications and services which clearly satisfy customers' expectations. CSPs need to use business intelligence to gather data, which then can be analyzed to provide knowledge required to create more personalized services and to achieve deep and continuous interaction with end-customers. Thus, business processes should be accurately defined by process models so that enterprises can quickly react, construct and provision new services.

It is inevitable that many enterprises need to go through a transformational process from vertical silo systems to horizontally layered systems in which the system integration is enabled by SOA. The more organizations can build a Service-oriented working culture, where everybody focuses on continuous optimization of horizontal business processes, the more successful company’s business and IT alignment will be. Organizations with successful SOA deployments don’t purely concentrate on technology, but see continuous business process management as a critical success factor.

Process Automation Enabling Suite offers the best solution to adopt TMF's NGOSS initiative due to its pre-integrated Process Integration Packages. However, it has to be realized that business processes are not static, leading that the current packages can possibly be outdated in the future. In that scenario, the value of SOA becomes extremely important due to its ability to quickly react on new business demands. Therefore, PES offers an agile way to modify PIPs and adopt them to meet new requirements.
As a conclusion, PES promises the opportunistic future for those who can do this right. On the top of process models and SOA, there are other challenging research areas like the concept of Software as a Service. It is a continuum for services and an alternative way to deliver services to customers without the customers’ responsibility to actually host these services by themselves. This exposes a great variety of new alternative business challenges related to SOA and those possibilities should be further investigated in the future.
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